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STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Monday, April 29, 2019 

1:30 P.M.  

GCMPC Conference Room, 2nd Floor 

 

 

 

 

AGENDA 
 

 

I. Welcome and Introductions 

 

II. Approval of the February 25, 2019 Meeting Minutes (attached) 

 

III. Data Collection Sections 

a. Intermodal Freight (presentation) 

b. Roundabouts (presentation) 

c. Pavement (presentation) 

d. Economic Development (presentation) 

e. Socioeconomic Projections (presentation) 

f. Environmental Justice & Access to Core Services (presentation) 

g. Intelligent Transportation Systems (presentation) 

h. Natural Disaster Threats (presentation) 

i. Safety and Security (presentation) 

j. Infrastructure Coordination (presentation) 

k. Land Use (presentation) 

 

IV.  Focus Groups 

 

V. Next Meeting 

 

 



GENESEE: OUR COUNTY, OUR FUTURE STEERING COMMITTEE 

Monday, February 25, 2019 

1:30 p.m. 

GCMPC Conference Room, 2nd Floor 

 

 

MINUTES 

 

The GENESEE: OUR COUNTY, OUR FUTURE Steering Committee met at 1:30 p.m. on 

Monday, February 25, 2019, in the conference room of the Genesee County 

Administration Building, 1101 Beach Street, Room 301, Flint, Michigan. 

 

 

 I. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

Vice Chairperson Brad Dick called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m.  

 

Present: Bill Bain, Brad Dick, Margaret Kato, Mark Adas, Paul Mattern, Robert Johnson, 

and Don Mayle. 

 

Others Present: Derek Bradshaw, Jason Nordberg, Sheila Taylor, Sharon Gregory, Jacob 

Mauer, Damon Fortney, Cody Roblyer, and Nichole Odette. 

 

 

 II. APPROVAL OF THE OCTOBER 22, 2018 MINUTES  

Motion: Action: Approve, Moved by Robert Johnson, Seconded by Margaret Kato, 

approve the minutes of the October 22, 2018 meeting as presented. 

Motion passed unanimously. 

 

III. DATA COLLECTION SECTIONS 

 a. Bridges 

Damon Fortney explained that the County’s 371 bridges are rapidly deteriorating; 23% 

are currently in good condition, 63% are in fair condition, and 14% are in poor condition. 

The average bridge age is 47 years old, while the lifespan of a typical bridge is between 

50-70 years. A 2-lane bridge replacement costs $1.5 million. Genesee County bridges 

must compete with bridges across the state for $48 million in annual funding from the 

Michigan Local Bridge Program. It is estimated that over $1.5 billion is needed to properly 

maintain and replace our bridges through 2045, however, actual funding is estimated at 

only $80 million through 2045. Discussion ensued. 

 

 b. Barriers to Affordable Living 

Cody Roblyer stated that 14% of Genesee County households are in poverty and an 

additional 21% of households meet the ALICE Threshold, so 35% of all households are 

struggling to afford basic needs. Housing costs are often the primary burden for families. 

Approximately 35% of Genesee County households are considered cost burdened, 

which HUD defines as spending 30% of income on housing. Many residents, particularly 

those in rural areas, are spending over 30% of their income on transportation. These 

barriers contribute to the County’s homeless population, which can be 420 people on 

any given night according the annual Point in Time Count. Discussion ensued. 



 

 c. Community Downtown and Housing Profiles 

Cody Roblyer explained that staff performed initial impression surveys of downtown areas 

that were identified by each municipality. Scores were based upon 15 amenities, such 

as walkability, mixed-use buildings, adequate parking, façade and road conditions, and 

available housing. Staff found the largest percentage of downtown businesses to be 

service-related, followed by food and retail businesses. Downtowns with higher amounts 

of vacancies generally scored lower on the initial impression surveys.  

 

Staff also performed windshield surveys of the housing conditions within all municipalities; 

excluding the City of Flint, which had already performed a similar survey. Some of the 

items surveyed included the condition of roofs, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, and 

neighborhood image. Overall, staff found 84.8% of the County’s homes to be in sound 

condition and 87% of neighborhoods to have a positive image, while 79% of sidewalks 

were found in need of repair. Staff will provide the local units with their individual 

downtown and community housing profiles.  

 

 d. Water Trails 

Jacob Maurer stated that Genesee County has two major waterways, the Flint and 

Shiawassee Rivers. Both were recently named as state designated water trails and have 

applied for national designation through the National Park Service. Water trails are 

economic drivers for local communities and talent attractions for those considering 

relocating to the region. Upcoming projects are a new Flint River water trail paddler 

guide, as well as digital 360-degree maps of the region’s rivers and access points.  

 

 e. Tourism 

Sharon Gregory stated that tourism spending has a large economic impact on the 

County. In 2017, tourism brought in $133 million, and approximately 10% of all Genesee 

County jobs are hospitality related. Agritourism attractions, such as our farms, breweries, 

wineries, orchards, tree farms, nurseries and farmer’s markets, are considered amenities 

by those looking at Genesee County as a place to live.  The County’s largest tourism 

event is the Crim Festival of Races, which annually attracts 50,000 visitors. While planning 

our future projects, we must keep in mind the importance of our tourism industry. 

 

 f. Transit 

Jacob Maurer stated that the Genesee County has one major transit provider, the Mass 

Transportation Authority (MTA). The MTA provides 4.3 million annual trips through 14 fixed 

routes, several regional routes, Your Rides, and Rides to Groceries. Recent statistics show 

a slight decrease in overall ridership, but a sharp increase in regional ridership and same 

day services. Approximately 25% of our workforce commutes outside of the County and 

the MTA has adapted to meet the needs of those commuters by partnering with 

companies to provide routes to neighboring counties. The MTA must establish 

performance measure targets each year as required by the Federal Transit 

Administration. Targets include lifecycle of facilities and vehicle fleet. 

 

g. Public Involvement 

 i. Stakeholder Interviews 



Jacob Maurer explained that the comments provided by over 100 stakeholders from 

across the County overlapped into six core areas: education, housing, parks and 

recreation, people, economic development, and infrastructure. Stakeholders described 

the County as having premier secondary educational institutions, but a low retention rate 

of college graduates. The County’s housing market is seen as competitive but lacking 

affordable homes in good repair. Stakeholders felt that our extensive network of parks 

and trails are a positive asset and can reduce the negative perception of the area. The 

County has a large labor force; however, we are unable to fill high-skill level positions. 

Our existing infrastructure is seen a positive attribute but is rapidly aging.  

  

 ii. Community Survey 

Over 1,000 community surveys were completed as a result of three open houses and by 

offering beautification grants to municipalities with the most completed surveys. The 

$2,000 grants were awarded to the Village of Lennon, Thetford Township and the City of 

Clio. When asked how to improve the quality of life in their neighborhood, many 

respondents cited the need for high-speed internet, quality schools, and higher paying 

jobs.  

 

 IV. FOCUS GROUPS 

Focus group input was collected during the development of several recent 

transportation plans, so upcoming focus groups will concentrate on roads and bridges, 

housing, and solid waste and recycling. Please let staff know if you have suggestions for 

individuals or agencies that should be invited to these focus groups; or, if there are 

additional topics that should be discussed. Input from the focus groups will help in 

developing the goals and objectives of the Combined Plan.  

 

 V. NEXT MEETING 

The next Steering Committee meeting is April 15, 2019. 

 

 

 VI. Adjournment 

Vice Chairperson Brad Dick adjourned the meeting at 3:00 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nichole Odette, Secretary 

Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission 
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Intermodal Freight 
 
The three modes of freight shipment occurring in Genesee County 
include truck, rail and aviation.  
 
Trucking is the most heavily used mode of freight shipment in the 
county. Flint lies at the intersection of several major highways 
including I-75, I-69 and US-23, all of which are used for freight 
shipments across state lines and even internationally into Canada. 
Our location along these major routes means that not only do we 
have commercial traffic passing through, but we are also an ideally 
situated area for businesses that rely on freight shipments. This gives 
Genesee County an economic advantage over other areas located far 
from major truck routes. A map of all truck routes is shown on the 
following page. 
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After several years of commercial vehicle traffic remaining about the 
same, the number of commercial vehicle miles travelled (CVMT) 
increased in 2017, the most recent year of data available. 
Approximately 237,140,000 commercial miles were driven in 
Genesee County in 2017, representing about 6% of all vehicle miles 
driven.  
 

 
 
Not surprisingly, with an increase in truck traffic comes concerns with 
safety. Along with the increase in CVMT in 2017, the number of 
truck/bus-involved injuries was higher than in any other recent years, 
as shown below. 
 

Truck/Bus Crashes: 

  
Bishop International Airport is a major freight hub for the region, 
carrying over 24 million pounds of air cargo in 2016. Bishop features 
an intermodal terminal which allows freight shipments to switch 
between modes. This is a common method of transport where cargo 
travels long distances by air or rail and is then transferred onto trucks 
to reach its final destination. More in-depth information regarding 
aviation and the airport facilities located in the county can be found 
in the Aviation Report. 
 

 

 
 
Rail is also an essential piece of our freight network, with four major 
railroad companies operating on 86 miles of rail lines in the county. 
The majority of rail traffic is passing through Genesee County, but 
does not stop or unload here. The busiest rail line is the Canadian 
National (CN) railway running west to east through the county.  
 

Performance Measures 
 
The Transportation Performance Management (TPM) Travel Time 
Reliability Rule required states and Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (MPO’s) to establish targets for three system reliability 
performance measures as described below. System reliability is 
determined using vehicle probe data provided by the Federal 
Highway Administration. This vehicle speed data is called the National 
Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) and is 
available to MPO’s through the analytical software known as Regional 
Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS). Please see the 
attached Travel Time Reliability Performance Management for 
further details.  
 

1. Level of Travel Time Reliability of the Interstate:  The percent 
of person-miles traveled on the interstate system that are 
reliable. Reliability does not necessarily mean congestion. If 
the difference between normal travel time and travel time 
during congested periods is greater than 50%, then the 
segment is unreliable.  

2. Level of Travel Time Reliability of the Non-Interstate National 
Highway System (NHS): Percent of person-miles traveled on 
the Non-Interstate NHS that are reliable. 

3. Freight Reliability Measure on the Interstate: The Truck Travel 
Time Reliability (TTTR) Index calculates the difference 
between the 95th percentile longer travel time and the 50th 
percentile normal travel time. A TTTR below 1.50 is 
considered reliable.  
 

 
In October 2018, the MPO agreed to support the statewide targets as 
shown on the following page: 
 

2013 
 

348 Crashes 

68 Injuries 

3 Fatalities 

2017 
 

399 Crashes 

107 Injuries 

5 Fatalities 
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Statewide Reliability Targets 

Performance 

Measure 

Baseline 

Condition (CY 

2017) 

2-Year 

Target 

4-Year 

Target 

Level of Travel Time 

Reliability of the 

Interstate 
85.1% >75.0% >75.0% 

Level of Travel Time 

Reliability of the Non-

Interstate NHS 
85.8% N/A >70.0% 

Freight Reliability 

Measure on the 

Interstate 
1.38 <1.75 <1.75 

 
As of early 2019, GCMPC remained on track to meet the 2-year and 
4-year targets, and our system is relatively reliable as shown below. 
GCMPC uses freight and congestion as criteria to select projects 
through the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Staff will 
encourage partner agencies to look at potential freight components 
when completing any transportation projects, particularly on 
National Highway System routes. We will continue to monitor 
NPMRDS data to ensure we are supporting the statewide goals for 
system reliability.  

 
Genesee County Reliability Measures 

Performance Measure 
2018 

Condition 

1st Quarter 

2019 

Condition: 

Meeting 

Target Goals? 

Level of Travel Time 

Reliability of the 

Interstate 
100% 100% 

 

Level of Travel Time 

Reliability of the Non-

Interstate NHS 
92.0% 92.7% 

 

Freight Reliability 

Measure on the 

Interstate 
1.24 1.37 

 

 
 

 
RITIS Congestion Trend Map used to monitor system reliability. 

  
Implementation and Funding  
In order to reduce congestion and improve reliability of our 
transportation network, GCMPC must work with MDOT and local 
road agencies to identify potential issues and implement projects 
where necessary. An example of this was in 2016, MDOT constructed 
a pair of roundabouts at the I-75/Bristol Road interchange to relieve 
congestion and reduce crashes. This project helped improve 
commercial traffic flow at the interchange, which is situated between 
Bishop International Airport and the GM Flint Assembly facilities. 
Intelligent Transportation Systems projects have also helped with 
freight movement, for example a truck heading north on I-75 can be 
easily notified of a traffic incident ahead and utilize I-475 as a detour. 
Other examples of recent projects that address a congestion-related 
issue include a new loop ramp to NB I-75 from Holly Road, a 
roundabout at the intersection of Hill Road and Belsay Road, and a 
Traffic Adaptive signal system along Hill Road.  
 
Some congestion issues may not have such a simple solution and 
require more in-depth study. For example, GCMPC completed the 
Genesee County Freight and Connectivity Study to look at issues with 
connectivity and traffic flow between I-475 and US-23. The end result 

of this study was a recommendation for several interchange 
improvements and extensions to Dort Highway and I-475. 
Improvements to the I-75/Holly Road interchange were completed in 
2017, and the Dort Highway Extension has been programmed into 
the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for 2019 
construction. This project proposes to extend Dort Highway from the 
current end point at I-75, south to Baldwin Road. Full implementation 
of these improvements would reduce travel times for trucking, and 
the potential to attract new businesses that require a reliable 
transportation system.  
 

 
 
 
Funding is available for projects that can improve freight movement, 
such as Michigan’s Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality (CMAQ) 
program. The goal of the CMAQ program is to improve air quality 
through reduced congestion and vehicle emissions. Projects that 
reduce particulate matter (PM 2.5) receive priority funding. Some 
examples of eligible CMAQ projects include transit improvements, 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Congestion Relief 
improvements such as signal optimization and intersection 
reconfiguration, Carpooling/Vanpooling programs, and alternative 
fueling projects. More information on the Michigan CMAQ program 
can be found here: https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/0,4616,7-151-
9621_11041_60661---,00.html  
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BUILD (Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development) 
Transportation Grant transportation grants are major investments in 
road, rail, transit, and port projects that are regionally significant. 
$1.5 Billion was appropriated by the USDOT for the 2018 BUILD 
grant. This is a highly competitive grant but is intended to fund larger 
projects such as an intermodal freight facility or major highway 
improvement.  
 

Recommendations 
 

- Continue to monitor freight movement to, from and through 
Genesee County, along with the capacity of our road network 
using the Regional Integrated Transportation Information 
System (RITIS).  

- Monitor national trends such as economic conditions, gas 
prices, shifts between transportation modes and other 
potential impacts on freight traffic. 

- Program projects that increase connectivity to freight 
networks, such as the Dort Highway Extension and other 
projects identified in the Genesee County Freight and 
Connectivity Study. 

- Future investments into intermodal facilities, such as at 
Bishop International Airport, will help distribute freight traffic 
across all modes and will help attract future economic 
development. 

 

Appendix A: Travel Time Reliability Performance 
Management 
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TRANSPORTATION PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

WHAT IS TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY? 
New federal rules require states to measure, monitor, and set goals based upon a composite index of travel time reliability 

metrics.  Travel time reliability measures how consistent the travel time is from one point to another, from one day to the 

next.  To determine reliability, data on travel time is examined to see how it varies over time.  Travel time for each discrete 

segment of the National Highway System (NHS) is placed in order from the shortest time (fastest speed), which is the 1st 

percentile speed, to the longest time (slowest speed), which is the 100th percentile speed. Three performance measures are 

examined to compare the ”normal” travel time, (which is defined as the 50th percentile travel time) on a segment, with either 

the 80th percentile or the 95th percentile travel time to determine the overall reliability.   If the difference between the normal 

travel time and the longer travel time (80th or 95th percentile time) is greater than 50%, then the segment is unreliable.   

To help understand this concept and how travel time reliability is applied, consider the following highly simplified hypothetical 

example. Suppose an individual person’s normal travel time from home to work is 20 minutes.  The 80th percentile is defined 

as one out of every five days, or approximately once a work week.  If in a typical week, it takes this individual 30 minutes or 

longer to travel to work (one or more times), then his/her route would be designated as unreliable.   

Comparatively, the truck travel time measure uses the 95th percentile which is one out of every twenty days. 

Travel Time Reliability is not the same as Congestion.  Reliability is important, because travelers prefer a consistent travel time 

to their destination over whether or not the route is congested.  If people understand that a route is congested, they can plan 

accordingly, but if a route is unreliable, they really have no understanding of how long it will take to get to their destination, 

which creates greater frustration.  In addition, segments of roads can be both congested, and reliable (e.g., reliably 

congested), whereas others can be congested, but unreliable. 

Example of Unreliable Corridor 

Day 1 – 50th Percentile (Average or Normal Travel Time)         Day 2 – 80th Percentile Longer Travel Time)
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TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY MEASURES  
Federal regulations require states and Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) to use three performance measures 

for assessing travel time reliability. Travel time data used to calculate each measure is purchased by the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA) and made available for use by states and MPOs. The vehicle probe data set used for the federally 

required measures is called the National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS). The data is processed 

through an analytical software tool known as Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS).  The travel 

time reliability measures, as defined in the PM3 federal rule are:  

+ Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR) on the Interstate: % of person-miles traveled on Interstate that are reliable 

+ LOTTR on the Non-Interstate NHS: % of person-miles traveled on the Non-Interstate NHS that are reliable 

+ Freight Reliability Measure on the Interstate: Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) Index 
 

Performance Measure Description 

Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR)  Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR 
• 2- and 4-Year Targets** 

• Interstate and Non-Interstate NHS 

• Four (4) Time Periods 

• Fifteen (15) Minute Travel Intervals 

• Longer Travel Time:   80th Percentile 

• Normal Travel Time:  50th Percentile 

• Threshold:  Reliability is <1.50 

• Factors Applied:   Vehicle volumes (HPMS) and Vehicle 

Occupancy Factor (provided by FHWA) 

 • 2- and 4-Year Targets 

• Interstate  

• Five (5) Time Periods 

• Fifteen (15) Minute Travel Intervals 

• Longer Travel Time:   95th Percentile 

• Normal Travel Time:  50th Percentile 

• Threshold:   None 

• Factors Applied:  No additional factors are 
applied 

** The Non-Interstate NHS Travel Time Reliability measure is being phased-in and does not 

      require a 2-year target for the first performance period only. 

Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR) Example 
Segment:  Longer Travel Time (80th) ÷ Normal Travel Time (50th) = # seconds ÷ # seconds = LOTTR 

Monday – Friday 6am - 10am LOTTR = 44 sec ÷ 35 sec = 1.26 

10am - 4pm LOTTR = 1.39 

4pm – 8pm LOTTR = 1.54 

Weekends 6am – 8pm LOTTR = 1.31 

Reliability:   LOTTR below 1.50 during ALL of the time periods Segment is NOT reliable 

Measure:  Percent of person-miles traveled on the [Interstate/Non-Interstate NHS] that are reliable 
1. Length x Volume (AADTx365) x Occupancy = person miles 

2.  (Reliable Person-Miles)    (Total Person-Miles) = Reliability 

 

Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR (This is an index, not a reliability threshold) Example 
Segment:  Longer Travel Time (95th) ÷ Normal Travel Time (50th) = # seconds ÷ # seconds = TTTR 

Monday – Friday 6am - 10am TTTR = 72 sec ÷ 50 sec = 1.44 

10am - 4pm TTTR = 1.39 

4pm – 8pm TTTR = 1.49 

Weekends 6am – 8pm TTTR = 1.31 

Overnight 8pm – 6am TTTR = 1.20 

Maximum TTTR 1.49 

Measure:  Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) Index 
1. Length x MaxTTTR = Length-weighted TTTR 

2.  (All segment length weighted TTTR)   (All segment lengths) 
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TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY TARGETS AND METHODOLOGY 

PM3 Reliability Measures – Final State of Michigan Targets 

 
 

Measure 

Baseline from Jan 2017 
to May 2018 (Source: 

NPMRDS – RITIS) 

Recommended 
2-Year Target(s) 
CYE 12/31/2019 

Recommended 
4-Year Target(s) 
CYE 12/31/2021 

Interstate Travel Time Reliability 2017 - 85.2% 
2018 – 85.8% 

75% 75% 

Non-Interstate NHS Travel Time Reliability 2017 - 86.1% 
2018 – 85.8% 

-- 70% 

Freight Reliability  2017 - 1.38 
2018 – 1.49 

1.75 1.75 

 
Baseline Data:  2017 and 2018 data shows that the Michigan’s interstate highways and non-interstate NHS highways have 

been between 85 and 86 percent reliable, meaning that greater than 85% of the person miles traveled on the NHS system 

are meeting the threshold, as defined in the federal rules (the ratio between the 50th percentile and the 80th percentile is 

below 1.5).  For trucks, due to the higher threshold of comparing the 95th percentile to the 50th percentile, the overall truck 

travel time index on the interstates has remained near 1.5.   

Target Methodology - Targets have been set conservatively for this first reporting cycle.  There is only 17 months of data to 

establish a baseline, and month-to-month comparisons vary due to weather, construction, data coverage gaps and other 

factors.  As more data is collected over the next 2 years, the detection of trends should become more observable and 

distinctive and MDOT will re-evaluate the targets for possible adjustments.  In the interim, the trends and influencing 

factors reflect the best information available. 

Application of these measures in MDOT’s prioritization process:  These three measures are monitored and considered as 

factors in the overall decision making process for transportation investments in Michigan.  MDOT is currently evaluating the 

types of projects and funding templates that will have an impact on travel time reliability, and have developed an initial list 

of project types to be considered; however, due to the lack of historical data, it is not possible to truly quantify the level of 

impacts for each of these project types at this time.  The initial list of project types includes: capacity improvements or 

widenings, ITS and operational improvements, safety projects that improve operational flow, and road and bridge 

reconstruction and rehabilitation projects that improve segments from poor condition to good/fair condition. 
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REPORTING ON TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY 
The Transportation Performance Management (TPM) System Performance Rule designates recurring four-year performance 

periods for which two and four-year targets are required to be established for travel time reliability on the NHS for person 

miles and freight. There are three sets of targets: 1) percent of person miles traveled on the Interstate System that are 

reliable, 2) percent of person miles traveled on the Non-Interstate NHS that are reliable, and 3) truck travel time reliability 

index on the Interstate. The first performance period takes place from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2022, with state 

targets due on May 20, 2018. MDOT is required to submit biennial progress reports to FHWA. There are a total of three 

progress reports due for each performance period: 

+ Baseline Performance Report (due October 1, 2018) 

+ Mid-Performance Period Progress Report (Oct. 1, 2020) 

+ Full Performance Period Progress Report (Oct. 1, 2022) 

FHWA will determine significant progress using the Mid and Full Performance Period Progress Reports. Significant progress 

is defined as achieving a condition that is equal to or better than the target, or better than the baseline condition. If 

significant progress is not achieved, MDOT must document how it plans to achieve it by the next reporting cycle.  

 

MPO Coordination 

MPOs are required to establish four-year targets for these measures, and have two options for target selection: agree to 

plan and program projects that support state targets, or commit to their own targets for their Metropolitan Planning Area. 

MPO targets are due on November 16, 2018, 180 days after state targets are established. MPO targets are not reported to 

FHWA, but must be reported to MDOT using mutually agreed upon method. MPOs will include targets in their 

Transportation Improvement Programs and Long-Range Transportation Plans, and explain how their projects and programs 

support either MDOT’s or the MPO’s targets. 
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A  roundabout  is  a  circular  intersection  where 
entering traffic yields to vehicles traveling counter‐
clockwise  around  a  central  island.  Roundabouts 
are  designed  to  promote  slow  and  consistent 
speeds  for  all  movements  which  allows  higher 
capacity while also improving safety. According to 
the  Michigan  Department  of  Transportation 
(MDOT),  there  are  four  primary  advantages  of 
roundabouts: 

 
1. Safety:  roundabouts  reduce  vehicular  speeds, 

as  well  as  the  number  of  conflict  points. 
Roundabouts eliminate head‐on/left  turn and 
angle  type  crashes which  frequently  result  in 
serious or fatal injuries. 
  

2. Operations: with the use of yield signs instead 
of  stop  signs  or  traffic  signals,  vehicles  can 
enter  the  roundabout  when  there  are 
adequate gaps in the traffic flow. This reduces 

the number of  vehicles which must  stop,  the 
time vehicles are stopped and the amount of 
conflict  points  between  vehicles  and 
pedestrians.  See  the  conflicts  infographic  to 
the  right  for  a  visual  representation.  These 
reductions  increase  the  capacity  of  the 
intersection  as  well  as  improve  delays  and 
safety.  

 
3. Maintenance:  roundabouts  reduce  long‐term 

operational and maintenance costs associated 
with traditional signalized intersections. There 
are  no  traffic  signals  to  power  and maintain, 
which can amount to savings of approximately 
$5,000 per year.  

 
4. Aesthetics:  roundabouts  create  an  area  for 

communities  to  provide  green  space  and 
landscape  architecture.  There  are  no  large 
poles, overhead wires, or signals cluttering the 
visual environment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Current Conditions  
Although roundabouts have been frequently used 
in other countries for many years, they have only 
recently been used within the United States. The 
first  roundabout  in  Genesee  County  opened  in 
2015  and  is  located  at  Hill  Road  and  Elms  Road. 

Due  to  their  popularity  in  terms  of  function  and 
safety,  other  roundabout  projects  have  been 
planned  throughout  Genesee  County.  See  below 
for  a  full  list  of  existing  and  currently  funded 
roundabouts.  
 
Existing Roundabouts:  

1. Hill Road and Elms Road – 2015  
2. Bristol Road & I‐75 ramps – 2016  
3. Hill Road and Belsay Road – 2018  

 
Funded Roundabouts:  

1. Grand Blanc Road & Morrish Road – 2019 
2. Grand Blanc Road & Linden Road – 2020 
3. Grand Blanc Road & Embury Road – 2021  
4. M‐57 and Irish Road – 2022   
5. E. Pierson Road & Flushing Road – 2023  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roundabouts 

Source: FHWA Roundabouts: An Informational Guide 

Source: Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission 
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Roundabouts Page 2 

Source: GCMPC Roundabout Skim Analysis 

Future Opportunities  
To  help  local  road  agencies  plan  for  potential  roundabout  projects, 
staff performed a skim analysis of the existing federal‐aid intersections 
in Genesee County. This analysis identifies intersections that may be 
most  compatible  for  roundabout  projects  in  terms  of  safety.  Since 
there  are  many  safety  factors  that  can  make  an  intersection  a 
candidate for a roundabout, this analysis is broken into four tiers with 
Tier 4 being the most compatible intersections for a roundabout. Note 
that each tier includes all factors from the previous tiers.  
 

Roundabout Skim Analysis Factors 

 
As recommended by MDOT,  intersections  that are most compatible 
for a roundabout in terms of safety include those that have over five 
angle crashes within the last five years, at least one fatality, or at least 
one severe injury crash. This  is the factor that was used in GCMPC’s 
analysis for an intersection to be considered Tier 4, or in other words, 
the most compatible for a roundabout project. Other factors included 
in this analysis are taken from the Federal Highway Administration’s 
(FHWA) report, Roundabout: An Informational Guide, which describes 
various elements  to  consider  for  a  roundabout project.  Sites where 
roundabouts  are  advantageous  include  intersections  with  historical 
safety  problems,  balanced  traffic  volumes,  where  traffic  calming  is 
desired, and high left‐turn volumes. Sites where roundabouts may be 
problematic include intersections within a signalized corridor, with a 
heavy traffic flow on a major street opposed by relatively light traffic 
on a minor street, with a gravel road, as well as intersections located 
near a railroad.  
 
  

 
The  map  below  displays  the  results  of  GCMPC’s  roundabout  skim 
analysis with each tier of intersections represented in a different color. 
Of  the  3,629  federal‐aid  intersections  in  Genesee  County,  117  are 
considered Tier 4, or the most compatible candidates for a roundabout 
based on this safety analysis. Again, per MDOT’s recommendation, an 
intersection achieved Tier 4 status if it met at least one of the following 
criteria:  over  five  angle  crashes  in  the  past  five  years,  at  least  one 
fatality, or at least one severe injury crash. See the map legend below 
for the number of intersections included in each tier.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Although  safety  is  a  primary  aspect  in  determining  compatible 
intersections for roundabouts, operations is also an important factor. 
As shown in the conflict infographic on Page 1, the standard four‐way 
intersection poses various issues in terms of efficiency. Since there are 
32  vehicle  to  vehicle  conflict  points  and  24  vehicle  to  pedestrian 
conflict  points,  vehicles  are  stopping  far  more  and  much  longer 
compared  to  an  intersection  with  a  roundabout.  The  amount  and 
length of stopping is not only problematic for efficiency, but also air 
quality  since  vehicles  are  idling  longer,  producing  more  carbon 
emissions. As a result, local road agencies have developed their own 
lists  of  intersections  that  could  be  converted  to  a  roundabout  to 
mitigate operational issues.   
 
Recommendations 
There  are  many  factors  that  make  an  intersection  a  compatible 
candidate for a roundabout. However, there are two primary reasons 
– safety and operations. If the intersection has a history of severe and 
even  fatal  crashes,  it  most  likely  should  be  considered  for  a 
roundabout.  On  the  other  hand,  an  intersection may  not  have  the 
crash  history,  but  would work  better  from  a  functional  standpoint, 
helping to alleviate traffic issues and promote better air quality due to 
less  carbon  emissions  from  idling  vehicles.  Although  safety  and 
operations  are  important  factors  in  determining  compatible 
intersections  for  a  roundabout,  roundabouts  ultimately  can  be 
implemented anywhere. There are many site‐specific elements at an 
intersection that can make it compatible.  
 
Developing  problematic  intersections  into  roundabouts  is  becoming 
more popular  over  time due  to  their  safety  and efficiency benefits. 
Therefore, it is important for local road agencies to strongly consider 
and encourage  roundabouts when  looking  to  enhance  intersections 
with  safety  and  traffic  issues.  The  skim  analysis  that  GCMPC  staff 
performed  is  just  a  starting  point  for  proposing  future  roundabout 
projects in Genesee County. Although this information certainly assists 
in determining ideal intersections for potential roundabout projects in 
the County, local road agencies should conduct more detailed studies 
when planning specific projects. Accordingly, in 2019 GCMPC will work 
with a consultant on a more in‐depth roundabout study to determine 
specific  intersections  throughout  the  County  that  should  be 
considered for a roundabout.  
 
 

Factors  Tier 1  Tier 2  Tier 3  Tier 4 

Federal‐aid Intersection         

No local road and major road intersecting           

Not located within 500 feet of a railroad           

No gravel road at intersection           

Not located on a signal timed corridor           

Under 25,000 Annual Daily Traffic       

Less than 4 Lane Roads at Intersection       

Over 5 angle crashes within 5 years, at least 1 
fatality, or at least 1 severe injury crash 

          

Source: GCMPC Roundabout Skim Analysis 

Source: GCMPC Roundabout Skim Analysis 
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In 2001, the Michigan Department of 

Transportation (MDOT), the Genesee County Road 

Commission, and the Genesee County 

Metropolitan Planning Commission (GCMPC) 

joined together on a pilot study to determine the 

condition of all paved federal-aid roads. Later in 

2003, this pilot became a statewide initiative 

headed by the Transportation Asset Management 

Council (TAMC) using the PASER (Pavement 

Surface Evaluation and Rating) system. Road raters 

evaluate surface conditions and assign each 

segment of road a 1-10 rating. Moving forward to 

2018, GCMPC took the PASER program a step 

further and completed ratings on all paved roads 

in Genesee County, both federal-aid and local. By 

evaluating all roads, we start to see a clearer 

picture of how much investment will be needed to 

maintain the entire system.  

 

 
The Genesee County paved road network is 
comprised of approximately 5,500 lane miles. The 
conditions are shown in the chart below.  
 

 
 

Poor
46%

Fair
47%

Good
7%

2018 All Paved Roads Condition
Percent Lane Miles

Pavement Conditions 
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Federal Aid Roads 

As of 2018, 989 lane miles or 37% of federal-aid 
roads were in poor condition. Only 10% of federal-
aid roads are in good condition, compared to 
eleven years ago when 20% were in good 
condition. Given the current rate of road 
deterioration and given the anticipated funding 
levels for road preservation and repair, the 
percentage of roads in poor condition will continue 
to increase for the foreseeable future.  

 
 

 
 
As seen to the right, the lane miles in good 
condition decreased by 8% between 2013 and 
2018, while lane miles in poor condition increased 
by 6%. This 6% represents an additional 164 lane 
miles that are now in poor condition.  
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
Over the next 12 years, the condition 
of the paved federal-aid roads can be 
expected to remain about the same. 
Due to the increase in gas tax, 
additional funding began coming to 
road agencies in 2017, increasing 
each year until 2021. The expected 
increase in funding may halt the 
steady decline in pavement 
condition, but no appreciable 
improvement can be expected.  Any 
future changes in funding will affect 
the forecast.  
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National Functional Classification 
Functional classes are federally defined categories 
used to describe the particular role of a roadway. 
Freeways, principal arterials, minor arterials, and 
major collectors are all federal-aid eligible roads. 
Freeways carry the highest volume of passenger 
and commercial traffic. Arterials also carry large 
volumes of traffic and, together with freeways, 
comprise the federal National Highway System 
(NHS). Minor arterials and major collectors 
primarily serve to connect traffic from local roads 
to the arterial and freeway systems. The figure 
below shows the condition of paved federal-aid 
roads in each category. As you can see, there is a 
direct correlation between category and condition, 
as agencies work to keep the most highly used 
roads in the best condition.  
 

 

  
 
Non Federal-Aid Roads 
While federal-aid roads carry heavier traffic 
volumes, non federal-aid roads still make up a large 
portion of the overall road network. There is very 
little money dedicated to non federal-aid roads as 
they are not typically eligible for federal funding. 
As a result, you can see that the condition of these 
roads is worse than the federal-aid roads, with 
more than half being in poor condition.  

 
 
Improving Pavement Conditions 

Road agencies in Genesee County are challenged 
with a difficult situation when it comes to selecting 
not only which segment of pavement to repair but 
which rehabilitation treatment to apply. Genesee 
County allocates an average of $9.6 million in 
federal funds per year to improve the local federal 
aid network. This is in addition to the funds spent 
by local road agencies through their state Act-51 
allocation. These funds are simply not enough to 
address the needs of all roads in the county. As you 
can see by the Michigan Pavement Cycle of Life, 
our roads are deteriorating faster than we are able 
to make improvements to them. Even with recent 
increases to road funding, road agencies are  
challenged to come up with innovative fixes to 
extend the life of our roads. Improvements such as 
chip seals, crack seals and thin overlays may 
temporarily improve conditions, but more 
expensive reconstruction will eventually be 
needed. 
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Comparison to Other Michigan 
Communities 

As part of the development of the Genesee: Our 
County, Our Future planning document, staff 
located four other Michigan counties that are 
comparable in their demographics, existing 
transportation network, and community structure. 
The following graph displays how well our 
pavement conditions stack up against these 
communities: 
 

Performance Measures 
The Transportation Performance Management 

(TPM) Pavement Condition Rule required states to 

set targets for four performance measures: 

Percent of Interstate Pavement in Good Condition, 

Percent of Interstate Pavement in Poor Condition, 

Percent of Non-Interstate NHS Pavement in Good 

Condition, and Percent of Non-Interstate NHS 

Pavement in Poor Condition. Metropolitan 

Planning Organizations were required to establish 

targets either by supporting the statewide targets 

or creating unique local targets. In October 2018,  

 

 

the Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance (GCMA) 

elected to support the statewide pavement targets 

as shown on the bottom right.  

 

GCMA will continue to prioritize pavement 

projects submitted by local road agencies for the 

Genesee County Transportation Improvement 

Program (TIP).  GCMA staff will continue to make a 

concerted effort to educate local road agencies on 

the latest statistics and data for the communities 

they represent.  

 

GCMA will continue to work with local, county, and 

state road transportation agencies to develop 

criteria for project prioritization working toward 

the pavement performance measures’ goals and 

targets. We will also continue to provide technical 

assistance to members, collect & analyze 

pavement conditions, and track our region’s data 

for the pavement performance measures.  

  

Recommendations 
▪ Each local road agency is encouraged to create 

an Asset Management Plan to assist in making 

strategic decisions based on in-depth 

understanding of the relationship between 

cost and performance.  

▪ Focus on a “Mix of Fixes”, rather than the 

“Worst First” approach. Use a range of 

preventative maintenance treatments on 

roads already in good condition.  

▪ Increased local, state and federal revenues are 

needed to properly maintain all roads. 

▪ Coordinate road projects with other capital 

improvements to save time and money – such 

as water, sewer, gas and electric work. 
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TRANSPORTATION PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
published in the Federal Register (82 FR 5886) a final 
rule establishing performance measures for State 
Departments of Transportations (DOTs) to use in 
managing pavement and bridge performance on the 
National Highway System (NHS). The National 
Performance Management Measures; Assessing 
Pavement Condition and Bridge Condition for the 
National Highway Performance Program Final Rule 
addresses requirements established by the Moving 
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) 
and reflects passage of the Fixing America’s Surface 
Transportation (FAST) Act. The rule became effective 
May 20, 2017.  

The federal rule requires MDOT to establish targets 
for pavement condition measures Percent Good and 
Percent Poor on the Interstate and non-Interstate 
NHS. Targets are required for two and four-year 
intervals for each measure, with eight targets in total. 
For the Interstate measures, there will be no two-year 
targets for the first (2018-2021) performance period 
per 23 CFR Part 490, therefore, there will only be six 
targets in the first period. 

 

 The rule requires states to measure, monitor and set 
targets based upon a composite index of pavement 
condition measures (PCM). The four metrics to be 
used are International Roughness Index (IRI), Cracking 
Percent, Rutting, and Faulting as reported by states to 
the FHWA’s Highway Performance Monitoring System 
(HPMS). All four metrics will be used to determine the 
condition for Interstate. If all three metrics on a 
segment are “good,” then a pavement is rated in good 

condition. If two or more metrics are “poor,” it is to be 
considered in poor condition. Only IRI will be used to 
determine non-interstate condition for the 2018-2024 
performance period, after which it will use PCM. 
Cracking Percent and IRI are to be reported on all 
pavement types. Rutting is to be reported only on 
asphalt pavements, and faulting, on jointed concrete 
pavements. The table below indicates the metric 
thresholds for condition on each pavement type, as 
defined by the rule.   

 

TARGET SETTING AND 
SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS 
•Targets: The Transportation Performance 

Management (TPM) Pavement Rule designates 
recurring four-year performance periods for which 
MDOT is required to establish two-year (midpoint) and 
four-year (full performance) targets for pavement 
condition on the National Highway System (NHS). 

•Performance Measures: There are four performance 

measures for assessing pavement condition based on 
composite analysis of the metrics above:  
1) percent of Interstate pavement in Good Condition 
2) percent of Interstate pavement in Poor Condition 
3) percent of Non-Interstate NHS pavement in Good 
Condition 
4) percent of Non-Interstate NHS pavement in Poor 
Condition. States were required to establish targets for 
each measure by May 20, 2018. 
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•MPO Targets: MPOs are required to establish four-

year targets for these measures and have two options 
for target selection: agree to plan and program 
projects that support MDOT targets or commit to their 
own targets for their Metropolitan Planning Area 
(MPA). 

•MPO Targets Due: MPO targets are due on 

November 16, 2018, 180 days after MDOT’s targets. 
These targets are not reported to FHWA but must be 
reported to MDOT in a manner both parties agree to. 
MPOs will include targets in their TIPs and LRPs and 
explain how their projects and programs support 
either MDOT’s or the MPO’s targets. 

•Significant Progress: FHWA will determine significant 

progress on the Mid- and Full Performance Period 
Progress Reports. Significant progress is defined as 
achieving a condition that is equal to or better than 
the target, or better than the baseline condition. If 
significant progress is not achieved, MDOT must 
document how it plans to achieve it for the next report 
 

ROAD OWNERSHIP 
The rule applies to the entire National Highway System 
(NHS), which includes the Interstate, and Non-
Interstate NHS. The Non-Interstate portion of the 
system is comprised of trunkline (MDOT owned) and 
non-trunkline (local government owned) roads. Local 
agencies own 19 percent of the NHS in Michigan, while 
MDOT maintains ownership of approximately 81 
percent (see table below). MDOT and MPO targets 
must cover the entire NHS, regardless of ownership, 

meaning these agencies may have a limited capacity 
to achieve these targets. To account for this, the rule 
requires MDOT and MPOs to coordinate target 
setting, planning, and programming, ensuring targets 
are feasible, and projects are geared toward achieving 
them. 

MDOT Investment Strategy Process 
Department goals for state trunkline pavement 
condition are established by the State Transportation 
Commission (STC) and influence the way MDOT 
invests in and maintains state-owned transportation 
infrastructure.  To do this, MDOT conducts investment 
planning. Investment strategies guide the allocation of 
capital resources to achieve the goals established. 
Investments are focused where they will most benefit 
the public, consistent with the direction established. 

Investment strategies are developed utilizing 
anticipated available funding, life cycle planning, and 
performance gap analysis, and the results of risk 
analysis. The various strategies are also analyzed and 
compared to determine how they would impact the 
overall goals and objectives set by the STC.  The 
desired mix of fixes, investment levels, and funding 
targets are developed for the selected investment 
strategy and provided in the Highway Call for Projects 
memo.  They form the basis for project selection and 
prioritization.  The selected investment strategy is 
communicated to the public by way of the annual Five-
Year Transportation Program. MDOT’s investment 
strategy to achieve the constrained Michigan targets 
for asset condition are reflected in the 2017-2020 STIP 
program of projects.

MICHIGAN STATEWIDE 
PAVEMENT TARGETS 
The TPM Pavement Team reviewed historical trends of 
condition metric data from the last decade (2007-
2017) to support future target establishment. FHWA 
and MDOT use the Highway Performance Monitoring 
System (HPMS) to report pavement condition. 
According to the rule, HPMS data must be submitted 
annually by April 15 for Interstate data, and June 15 
for Non-Interstate NHS data. These figures were used 
as a baseline to establish the statewide targets. With 
MDOT’s current funding levels, trunkline pavement 
condition is anticipated to decline over the course of 
the next decade, and therefore, MDOT has chosen 
conservative targets to reflect this decline.  Given the 
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definition of significant progress (equal to or better than the target, or better than the baseline condition), MDOT can 
achieve significant progress while targets are declining if condition does not fall below the targets.  
 

Interstate Targets 
 

 

Non-Interstate Targets 
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REPORTING 
National Goal: FHWA will annually assess the percent of Interstate pavement in poor condition to ensure compliance 
with a minimum condition level requirement that no more than five percent of the Interstate System be in poor 
condition. This is the only portion of the rule with a financial penalty for pavement funding and prioritizes the 
Interstate System by directing MDOT pavement funding toward it. Reports are structured on a 4-year reporting cycle, 
with midpoint (2-year) reports. Between October 2018 and October 2022, state DOTs will be required to submit three 
performance reports to FHWA.  

Baseline Performance Report: In this report, MDOT must establish 2-year and 4-year targets, describe baseline 
conditions, urbanized area boundaries and population data, NHS limits, and relationships with other performance 
expectations. The Baseline Performance Report will include HPMS data collected in 2016 and 2017. States will be able 
to adjust the 4-year targets in the Mid Performance Progress Report based on data collected in 2018 and 2019. To 
allow for the phasing in of new reporting requirements for Interstate pavement conditions, states are only required 
to establish 4-year targets for Interstate pavements in the Baseline Performance Report that is due October 1, 2018. 
Both 2-year and 4-year targets are required for non-Interstate NHS pavements. Baseline Performance Report due 
10/1/18. 

Mid Performance Progress Report: MDOT must report on 2-year conditions and performance, investment strategy 
effectiveness and discuss progress in achieving targets. States have the option to adjust 4-year targets at this time. In 
this report states may include a discussion of target achievement and extenuating circumstances. Because states are 
not required to establish 2-year targets for Interstate pavements in the Baseline Performance Report, they would use 
the Mid Performance Progress Report to update baseline condition/performance data and, if necessary, adjust the 4-
year targets. Mid-Performance Period Progress Report due 10/1/20. 

Full Performance Progress Report: This report includes the same content as the Mid Performance Period Progress 
Report but reports on the 4-year targets. If a state has not made significant progress for achieving the NHPP targets 
in two consecutive biennial determinations, then the state DOT will include a description of the actions they will 
undertake to better achieve the NHPP targets in the next performance period. Even though significant progress is 
assessed for all four pavement performance measures, pavement condition penalties only apply for Interstate 
pavements. As part of the Full Performance Progress Report, MPOs will report targets and progress toward the 
achievement of targets. MPOs will report their established targets, performance, progress, and achievement of the 
targets to their respective state DOT in a manner that is agreed upon by both parties and documented in the 
Metropolitan Planning Agreement. Full Performance Period Progress Report due 10/1/20.  
 
 
 

Conservative Targets 
The conservative nature of the approved targets is based on several factors: 
 
 1) Forecasts of the trunkline pavement condition based on Remaining Service Life (RSL) is declining. 
 2) Sample size for the cracking measure will move from 30% to 100% of roads sampled. 
 3) Issues surrounding the data such as the use of new vendors and the introduction of more advanced data collection 
may make data collection inconsistent.  
4) A buildup in the Interstate IRI category at the edge of good gives the potential for a significant number of segments 
to fall into fair.  
5) The use of a composite score means that all three measures must be good to be counted as good. If only one measure 
was to fall the whole segment is no longer considered good.  
6) At the current time the sample size available for previous years is relatively small for the use of trend analysis.  
 
Other major potential hindrances include climate changes, funding uncertainties, and funding levels. 
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Penalties 
MDOT will be penalized if it does not meet the interstate pavement condition requirement. If FHWA determines that 
a State DOT's Interstate pavement condition is below the minimum condition level for the “most recent 2 years,” then 
that State DOT would be subject to the penalty under the rule. The FHWA will notify MDOT annually of its compliance 
status regarding the minimum condition requirement prior to October 1 of the year in which the determination is 
made. State DOTs are subject to a statutory penalty that would obligate a portion of NHPP funds and transfer a portion 
of STP funds to address Interstate pavement conditions if they fail to meet this minimum condition requirement for 2 
consecutive years. Specifically, if the state is out of compliance, they would be required to obligate the following: 

• From the amount apportioned to the State for the NHPP, an amount that is not less than the interstate 
Maintenance apportionment for fiscal year 2009 plus 2 percent per year compounded annually for the five 
additional fiscal years after 2013. 

• For apportioned transfer Surface Transportation Program funds, an amount equal to 10 percent of Interstate 
Maintenance apportionment for fiscal year 2009. 

These funds would need to be used to improve Interstate pavement conditions (as provided under the pre-MAP-21 
Interstate Maintenance Program). This requirement will remain in effect until the Interstate system pavement 
condition exceeds the minimum condition level. 

 

Available Data 
A web application is available online showing pavement conditions and inventory for Interstate PCM and Non-
Interstate IRI data. This tool is available for use by the MPOs. The link to the application is below. 
 
http://mdot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=35d2f76862e74c5a89319a9d5a55e5bd  

 

 
 

For More Information 

Pavement condition data: Mike Sokolnicki  

517-241-0736; SokolnickiD@michigan.gov 

Pavement condition information: Craig Newell 

 517-373-9074; NEWELLC@michigan.gov 

For More Information 

Pavement condition data: Mike Sokolnicki     Pavement condition information: Craig Newell 

517-241-0736; SokolnickiD@michigan.gov    517-373-9074; NEWELLC@michigan.gov  

 

http://mdot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=35d2f76862e74c5a89319a9d5a55e5bd
mailto:SokolnickiD@michigan.gov
mailto:NEWELLC@michigan.gov
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Living Here 
Genesee County is full of opportunity for economic 
development, with diverse landscapes ranging 
from open land, trail networks and small towns, to 
urban settings, extensive transit systems and 
industrial developments. The County offers many 
attractive qualities including top of the line 
hospitals and world-renowned education centers. 
There are many aspects to Genesee County that 
make it an attractive place to live, work and play.  

 
There is a low-cost-of living, without sacrificing 
cultural amenities or outdoor recreation. Genesee 
County is home to the largest County Parks system 
in the state, including over 100 miles of non-
motorized trails, along with two state-designated 
waterways in the Flint River and Shiawassee River. 
The Cultural Center is located right on the edge of 
downtown Flint and Michigan’s second largest art 
museum, The Flint Institute of Art is also located in 
close proximity. In recent years, the area has 

shifted from having primarily manufacturing 
industry employment to more service sector 
employment. 
 

 
Working Here 
Genesee County is considered an “old industrial 
city”, which are predominately located in the 
Midwest and Northeast, have a history in 
manufacturing and tend to struggle with growing 
jobs in new sectors to boost employment. In 1990, 
manufacturing employment accounted for more 
than one third of the economic base of the County, 
and by 2015 accounted for less than 10%. The 
County saw major drops in employment during the 
Great Recession and lost many jobs in the 
manufacturing sector during this time. As we work 
to develop and integrate sustainable employment 
sectors into our economy, the resiliency of 
Genesee County will persist, continuing to make it 
a great place to live, work, and raise a family. 
 
The average age of residents in Genesee County is 
growing, with a 5.3% increase in the population 
over 60 years old, just from the years 2009 to 2017. 
As the population ages, more amenities are 
required for individuals of retiring age, creating the 
need for more medical service employment.  Other 
employment sectors that are anticipated to see 
growth in the coming decades are transportation 
and public utilities, along with government 
services, which all cater to an aging population. As 

seen in the graph above, the largest percent of the 
population is between 45 and 59 years old, at 
21.9% of the population. This shows that in coming 
years, we will see an even higher increase in the 
number of people of retirement age. As of now, 
the percentage of people over the age of 65 in 
Genesee County is 17.6%, which is higher than the 
national average of 15.6%. 

 

Genesee County 2045 LRTP Projections 

 

American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
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Almost 19% of the individuals that work in Genesee 
County, do not live within the County. This could 
be due to many factors, with a main influence 
being our extensive transportation network that 
exists throughout the region, which makes it 
possible for people to live in a different area but 
have the means to travel into the County for work. 
I-69 connects the region between the Lansing-
Metro and Canada’s International Crossing, along 
with I-75 providing access to the Metro-Detroit 
area.  
 
Another reason for workers commuting into the 
County could be that there is a talent shortage of 
educated and skilled workers. Many of the 
experienced workers in the region will soon be lost 
to retirement, creating a skills shortage. Mott 
Community College and Baker College are valuable 
partners in working to provide the technical 
training that is desired by employers. Having  
access to the training that employers are looking 
for is an important asset that the County has, to fill 
the positions that will be available in the skilled 
trades. Although there is an overall lack of 

educated and skilled workers, Genesee County has 
the highest percentage of people with a bachelor’s 
degree compared to any other county in the I-69 
Thumb Region, with just over 20% of the 
population 25 years and older having a bachelor’s 
degree.   
 
The extensive transportation system that exists 
within the County is also important when 
considering the mobility of goods and services in 
and out of the area. Extensive rail services exist 
within Genesee County that extend to Canada via 
the Canadian National Railway, along with the 
Bishop International Airport providing direct flights 
to seven different locations. There is great 
potential for increasing the number of economic 
linkages that exist between businesses within, and 
surrounding Genesee County. Wholesale and 
logistics are an employment sector that is 
anticipated to continue expanding, and this 
industry heavily relies on the transportation 
system for the shipping, distributing and tracking 
of goods. Our transportation system makes it 
possible for this employment sector to expand, as 
more goods are distributed out of and around the 
County. 
 
Working Here in the Future 
There is opportunity for economic development by 
growing connections between the private sector 
and educational institutions, increasing the 
amount of research activity, job training and 
entrepreneurship that occurs within the County. It 
is hoped that these opportunities will help those 
receiving an education within the County, also 
choose to continue to reside and work in the 
County after completing their education.    

2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
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Long-term employment growth opportunities in 
Genesee County include water intensive 
industries, cloud computing technology, 
transportation and utilities, finance, insurance and 
real estate, and as stated before healthcare and 
education. The pipeline installation that carries 
water from Port Huron to Genesee County, will 
provide many opportunities for water intensive 
industries such as food processing, manufacturing, 
farming and chemical manufacturing. 

 
The County offers a considerable supply of labor 
with competitive wage levels, has tremendous 
institutional resources, and a considerable amount 
of vacant land and office space. Industrial 
infrastructure and distribution are available at 
highly competitive rates, and robust rail and 
interstate transportation infrastructure are in 
place to support existing office and industrial 
space.  
 
A trade industry that is largely overlooked, is server 
space. The geographic location of Genesee County, 
along with the ample industrial space available, 
would make it a great location to develop cloud-
computing technology and store the servers for 
this technology. There are large-scale real estate 

options available, and Genesee County is largely 
safe from natural disasters which is very important 
for this industry. The several universities in the 
area could supply server facilities with local talent, 
keeping more of those educated in the area after 
obtaining their degree.  
 
Living Here in the Future 
Linkages between the population and community-
based health programs are important to improve 
health, prevent chronic disease, and reduce health 
disparities among residents within Genesee 
County. This can already be seen with the pediatric 
clinic that is located within walking distance of the 
Flint Farmers Market. More linkages like this will 
provide better services, and a more connected and 
healthy community. 

 
Something worth noting, is the change in 
household structure that we are already seeing, 
with single-person households becoming much 
more prominent than single-family households. 
This drives a demand for smaller, denser housing 
options – such as condominiums, lofts, and row 
houses – as opposed to traditional single-family 
homes. Downtown areas throughout the County 
would be a great place for revitalization projects 
for infill sites for residential/mixed-use commercial 
development. This would also address the 
importance of walkability and transportation-
oriented development throughout our urban 
settings.  

 
The amount of household that are one to two-
person households already accounts for 63% of the 
total household types and is expected to account 
for even more in the future. Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation (MEDC), has created a 
program to help communities develop a strategic 
approach to attracting new investors, businesses 
and residents. The program is designed to promote 
effective redevelopment strategies through a set 
of best practices tailored to each community. 
Using the resources available, our communities 
can become attractive places for new housing 
development that would be appealing to single and 
two-person households. 
 
An example of revitalization that has occurred 
within the County, is the reconstruction of 
downtown Fenton. There is mixed-use 
development incorporated throughout the 
downtown area, and it is a very pleasing setting for 
entertainment, living and working. By using 

MEDC’s program, our communities can embrace 
the best approach for revitalizing their downtown 
areas and make the process of attracting 
development more obtainable. By creating a 
predictable experience for investors, businesses 
and residents, our communities can be flexible 
with developments that support a sense of space 
within each local community within Genesee 
County.  
 
Forward Together 
Genesee County is in a great position to attract 
economic development opportunities by being 
competitive with other areas through strong local 
government, investment in education and training 
of the workforce, and continuing to make the 
County an aspirational place to live, work and raise 
a family. Across the County, there are a number of 
tools, amenities, and capabilities in place to 
achieve future economic development goals. 
 
 In early 2019, the Flint and Genesee County 
Chamber of Commerce, Genesee County and the 
City of Flint teamed up as equal partners to 
determine what would be the best plan of action 
for future economic development within the 
County. The plan is called “Forward Together”, and 
it will result in a plan for economic development 
for the County as a whole. Forward Together has 
shown that our communities can work together to 
keep communication open, identify ways that we 
can promote economic growth, and continue to 
become an economically viable place for many 
different industries. For more information on the 
Forward Together Plan, please visit 
www.forwardtogethergenesee.org.  
 

 

2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
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Genesee County has experienced major 
fluctuations in population and employment over 
the past twenty years. This fluctuation is 
influenced by factors such as culture, education, 
income, location of housing, and many others that 
all have an impact on the quality of life an 
individual will experience.  To help our local 
officials make informed decisions about the 
community they serve, the Genesee County 
Metropolitan Planning Commission (GCMPC) has 
gathered the data appropriate to make projections 
on population and employment for the years up to 
2045. There are many factors that can play a role 
in the fluctuation of population in the County, with 
employment opportunity being a strong 
characteristic to be considered. In turn, population 
and employment have a huge impact on the 
opportunity that residents of Genesee County 
have to create a positive, healthy and meaningful 
life.  
 

 
Population in Genesee County 
The population of Genesee County is still 
recovering from the housing market crash that was 
experienced in the late 2000’s, followed by the 
national recession, often referred to as the Great 
Recession. Growth experienced earlier in the 
decade was halted, having a significant impact on 
the number of foreclosures, short sales, 
abandoned homes, and value of the housing in the 
area. By the year 2013, the housing market began 
to stabilize, and new residential development was 
starting back up throughout the County.  
 
There were many reasons why Genesee County 
was an attractive place for growth before the 
housing market crash, with housing infrastructure, 
such as neighborhood streets and utilities, being 
very significant. Many infrastructure projects were 
put into place in the early 2000’s, only to be 
abandoned when the recession hit. An example of 
this are the partially finished subdivisions that can 

be seen around the County. As the area recovers, 
it is assumed that infrastructure will endure to 
make the County attractive for development, 
creating many improvements to the socio-
economic status of the people who continue to 
reside, and those that migrate to Genesee County.  
 
There are several factors that can influence the 
fluctuation in population within the County. One 
feature that has a large effect on the steady 
decrease of the population in Genesee County, is 
that since the 1980’s the City of Flint has lost 
roughly 19,000 residents each decade. Although 
Flint is not projected to grow in the coming 
decades, there are several other municipalities 
that are expected to rise in population, which will 
help in creating revenue flow and improved 
housing throughout the County. Another factor 
that has a significant impact on the decrease in 
population throughout the area is that average 
house-hold size is decreasing and is projected to 
continue decreasing in the future. Many 
municipalities that are stable, the City of Davison 
for example, will begin to lose population due to 
decreasing house-hold size.  
 
Most of the municipalities in Genesee County will 
see a net increase in population from 2014 to the 
projected year of 2045. The map to the right shows 
the municipalities that will see a 5% or greater 
change in population during this period, including  
Thetford Township, City of Mt. Morris, Swartz 
Creek, Davison Township, Mundy Township, Grand  

 

 
Blanc Township, Goodrich and Fenton Township. 
Overall, the Genesee County projections show that 
there will be a slight decrease in the total 
population of Genesee County by the year 2045.   
 
Employment in Genesee County  
Currently, there are 191,542 people employed 
across Genesee County, with the leading sectors of 
employment being services, retail trade, and 
government. The services sector of employment is 
the most populated, with more than three times as 
many individuals as any other sector. The 
infographic below shows Genesee County’s 
varying unemployment rate over time. The Great 
Recession had a severe impact on the number of 
residents that were unemployed during this time, 

Socio-Economic Projections 
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but the County has made major improvements in 
lowering the unemployment rate to even less than 
it was before the housing market crash. 
 

The total employment in Genesee County is 
expected to improve steadily over the next 30 
years, with each local unit of government (LUG) 
projected to experience an overall increase in the 

number of people employed. The chart to the 
lower right shows that Grand Blanc Township will 
see the largest growth of the LUG’s, with an 
increase of 62% by the year 2045. Most of the 
County will see some form of growth over the 
coming decades, and employment will be 
increasing in almost all areas around Genesee 
County by the year 2045. 
  

 
Significant improvements are planned for the 
transportation system around the Flint-Genesee 
metropolitan region. This will create employment 
and business expansion opportunities for 
communities throughout the region. There are 
plans to expand the Genesys Health Park, along 
with an extension of Dort Highway to Baldwin 
Road. The expansion of the Genesys Health Park is 
expected to bring 7,300 support jobs to Genesee 
County, and the expansion of Dort Highway south 
to Baldwin Road will make employment more 
attractive in the area. Making improvements to 
transportation around the County is very 
important when considering employment 
projections. When transportation is improved, the 
employment of the region is also improved.  

While the manufacturing, wholesale, finance, and 
retail trade sectors are projected to experience a 
gradual decline in employment, the services sector 
is projecting a substantial growth in the next three 
decades. Projections show a shift from the 
traditional employment in manufacturing towards 
more employment in the services sector. Across all 
employment sectors, there is a projected increase  

of 15.7% in employment within Genesee County 
from 2014 to 2045. When employment is up, 
people have the money to afford better housing, 
pay for services, and create a savings while also 
putting revenue back into the community. 
 
Final Thoughts  
Even though the population is expected to slowly 
decrease, the quality of life and opportunities for 
employment in Genesee County are expected to 
increase. Looking forward, total employment is 
expected to increase, and it can be concluded that 
job creation will vary between employment 
sectors. There will be significant improvements to 
the transportation system, and major increases in 
employment within the services employment 
sector. Current infrastructure will continue to be 
developed as each municipality recovers at its own 
pace from the housing market crash. In the 
forthcoming decades, it is important that those in 
positions of power within the County make a 
conscious effort to improve the economy. It is their 
responsibility to make their best effort to give 
residents of the County an opportunity at a 
successful and meaningful life.  As stated in the 
Flint & Genesee County Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy, “to begin to replace jobs 
lost, we must understand economic development 
can no longer happen by ‘chance’, but rather, 
through deliberate actions and strategies on the 
part of Genesee County and its component 
communities.” In conclusion, it can be noted that 
although Genesee County has faced a decrease in 
jobs and population in the past decades, over the 
next 30 years there will be modest signs of 
improvement to employment and population in a 
majority of the County. For more information on 
this topic, please reference our 2045 Employment 
Projections Methodology Report and 2045 
Population Projections Methodology Report. 

 Source: 2045 LRTP Projections 
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2014 2045 % 

Change

2014 2045 % 

Change

Argentine Twp 1,108     1,326     19.7% 6,687 7,004 4.7%

Atlas Twp 753         853        13.2% 5,998 6,131 2.2%

Burton City 13,081   14,410   10.2% 28,974 30,120 4.0%

Clayton Twp 1,249     1,457     16.7% 7,339 7,619 3.8%

Clio City 1,709     1,876     9.8% 2,554 2,503 -2.0%

Davison City 3,000     3,352     11.7% 5,000 4,932 -1.4%

Davison Twp 4,399     5,109     16.1% 19,071 20,130 5.6%

Fenton City 9,193     10,144   10.3% 11,453 11,950 4.3%

Fenton Twp 2,523     2,844     12.7% 15,261 17,504 14.7%

Flint City 66,484   74,302   11.8% 99,002 78,538 -20.7%

Flint Twp 26,885   29,883   11.2% 30,892 31,352 1.5%

Flushing City 2,726     3,129     14.8% 8,135 8,050 0.9%

Flushing Twp 1,118     1,319     18.0% 10,337 10,430 0.1%

Forest Twp 377         428        13.5% 3,734 3,738 4.4%

Gaines Twp 447         501        12.1% 6,252 6,525 -1.0%

Genesee Twp 6,006     6,889     14.7% 20,732 21,087 1.7%

Goodrich Village 1,401     1,696     21.1% 1,831 2,380 30.0%

Grand Blanc City 6,244     6,651     6.5% 8,033 8,001 -0.4%

Grand Blanc Twp 13,889   22,472   61.8% 36,733 39,963 8.8%

Linden City 950         1,126     18.5% 3,860 4,138 7.2%

Montrose City 775         931        20.1% 1,599 1,558 -2.5%

Montrose Twp 909         1,011     11.2% 6,030 6,261 3.8%

Mt Morris City 1,001     1,165     16.4% 2,985 3,288 10.1%

Mt Morris Twp 9,505     10,572   11.2% 20,797 21,835 5.0%

Mundy Twp 7,734     8,780     13.5% 14,722 16,516 12.2%

Otisville Village 408         469        14.9% 832 823 -1.1%

Richfield Twp 1,168     1,260     7.9% 8,433 8,788 4.2%

Swartz Creek 2,370     2,804     18.3% 5,589 5,881 5.2%

Thetford Twp 859         978        13.9% 6,797 7,299 7.4%

Vienna Twp 3,275     3,906     57.0% 12,862 13,157 2.3%

Genesee County 191,542 221,643 15.7% 412,895 407,870 -1.2%

Employment Population

Local Unit
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Accessibility, or the ease in which people can reach 
their destinations, can be used to evaluate how 
well the transportation networks connect people 
to the services they use every day. This report will 
help evaluate how well Genesee County residents 
can access core service destinations by using the 
existing roadway, transit, and non-motorized 
transportation networks. This report will also detail 
how minority and low-income environmental 
justice populations are involved in the project 
selection process and not adversely affected 
socially nor economically. One of the eight 
planning factors required through the current 
federal surface transportation legislation states 
that metropolitan planning organizations shall 
“increase the accessibility and mobility options to 
people…” The Genesee County Metropolitan 
Planning Commission is committed to seeing this 
happen. Without accessibility, a community’s 
ability to achieve food security, make healthy 
lifestyle choices and improve their economic status 
is adversely impacted. 
 

 
Measuring Accessibility 
The first step towards measuring accessibility for 
all residents was to define Genesee County’s core 
services. Staff reviewed numerous case studies 
from around the state and focused in on seven 
core services that included groceries, medical 
facilities, educational institutions, parks, libraries, 
employment hubs, and fixed-route transit. The 
next step in the analysis was to understand 
how many Genesee County households are 
able to access these core services in a 
reasonable amount of time of 10-
minute and 30-minute intervals. 
Using Genesee County’s Travel 
Demand Model (TDM) staff 
calculated the percent of 
households, within a specified 
time, that would be able to access 
the core services across four 
modes of travel: automobile, 
bicycle, walking, and fixed-route 
transit. An additional layer of analysis 
was included to understand the 

percentage of low-income households within 
Genesee County that may or may not have access. 
From this data we hope to assist community 
leaders in making informed decisions to improve 
their transportation  networks to meet the needs 
of all residents. The following sections of this 
report will examine topics including food 
insecurity, healthy lifestyles, and economic status 
and how well the community as a whole can access 
core services and improve their quality of life. 

 
Reducing Food Insecurity 
Residents of Genesee County communities and 
communities across the State of Michigan are 
facing the challenge of food insecurity. The U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines food 
insecurity as a lack of consistent access to enough 
food for an active, healthy life. It is estimated that 
14% of Michigan residents and 17% of Genesee 
County residents were considered food insecure as 
recent as 2017. This can include reports of reduced 
quality, variety, or desirability of diet,  disrupted 
eating patterns and reduced food intake. It is not 
only inconsistent access to food but access to 
fresh, healthy food. The Greater Flint Health 
Coalition (GFHC) estimates that 82% of Genesee 

County residents do not consume an 
adequate amount of fruits and 
vegetables. Contributing factors may 
include reliable transportation and/or 

residing in a food desert with limited 
food options. Genesee County’s 
TDM estimates that 99% of all 
households are within a ten-
minute drive of a convenience 
store or supermarket. This 
however does not guarantee the  
store has fresh food, affordable 

food, nor that the household has 
personal transportation to get to 

the store. According to the American 
Community Survey 5-year estimates, 

approximately 9% of all Genesee County 
households have no vehicle available. For these 
households, public transit may be their only 
transportation option.  
 
Community agencies throughout the County have 
recognized the need to improve fresh food 
accessibility. In 2016, the Mass Transportation 
Authority (MTA) included a Rides to Groceries 
service as part of their fixed-route system that now 
averages over 290,000 trips annually. The greater 
Flint community has also partnered with the 
Michigan Department of Health and Human 
Services and MSU Extension to start the Refresh MI 
Store Initiative in 2018. This initiative has assisted 
local corner store owners and community pantry 
directors by modifying their nutritious food 
options and making educational materials readily 
available. Furthermore, research is currently 
underway by Michigan State University to expand 
upon fresh food access in the City of Flint and to 
lower unequal access for low-income and minority 
neighborhoods who tend to be most affected. 
 
Promoting Healthy Lifestyles 
Current statistics indicate that approximately 67% 
of Genesee County residents are either obese or 
overweight. Driven by poor health behaviors 
(Genesee County ranks 80th of 83 Michigan 
counties) and a variety of social and environmental 
inequities, residents have a greater prevalence of 
chronic disease when compared to other 
communities. In the face of these challenges 
including the current drinking water crisis, new 
provisions for walking will assist individuals with a 
low-cost option to participate in physical activity 
and improve their health. The question becomes, 
how can governmental agencies and communities  
better work together to improve health, prevent 
chronic disease, and reduce health disparities 
among environmental justice populations. 
Genesee County residents are incredibly fortunate 
to live within a community that has and continues 

Source: Hurley Medical Center  
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to value its natural resources. Community parks, 
regional parks and school playgrounds all provide 
opportunities for exercise and recreation. 
Approximately 42% of households are within a 10-
minute walk (half mile) of a community park and 
81% are within a 10-minute bike ride. Genesee 
County is also home to three major hospitals: 
Hurley Medical Center, McLaren Flint, and 
Ascension Genesys Hospital. The Genesee County 
TDM estimates it will take all households on 
average 17 minutes to drive to a hospital; and ¼ of 
low-income households are located within a 10-
minute drive.  
 
Collaboration is underway by many organizations 
to ensure there is equitable access to health care 
facilities, community parks, and to meet the 
evolving needs of the community. In 2016, the 
MTA began the Rides to Wellness program as part 
of their para-transit system to service households 
with same day, non-emergency medical 
transportation. This includes services for residents 
not within a reasonable walking or cycling distance 
to a transit stop. The Hurley Children’s Center 
moved into the Flint Farmer’s Market (adjacent to 
the MTA’s Downtown Flint Transfer Center) to 
increase access for families to community-based 
health programs. The GFHC’s Commit to Fit! 
program  annually promotes physical activity 
through social marketing and community 
education. The Crim Fitness Foundation and GFHC 
work together to host advocacy and leadership 
training programs that give residents an 
opportunity to learn how to advocate for policies, 
programs and funding in their community that 
encourage walkability. 
 
Improving Economic Status 
Access to educational institutions (primary and 
secondary), public libraries and employment hubs 
is pivotal to improving one’s economic standing in 
the community. One mode of transportation vital 

to providing access is transit. The Genesee County 
TDM estimates that 40% of all Genesee County 
households live within a half mile of a transit stop. 
From there, approximately 57% of all Genesee 
County employers are accessible within a ½ mile of 
transit stops. Users may even choose to commute 
to employment opportunities outside of Genesee 
County through the MTA’s regional routes. The 
Flint MTA has been on the leading edge for many 
years in providing workforce transportation both 
locally and regionally. Employers not just in 
Genesee County but in neighboring counties have 
approached the MTA with financial support to 
provide reliable transportation for their workforce. 
In 2018 alone, over 333,000 trips were taken using 
the regional route transit service. 
 
Another limiting factor towards improving 
economic status in Genesee County are literacy 
rates among minority and low-income 
populations. GFHC’s Community Health Needs 
Assessment notes that 10% of Genesee County 
adults live with low literacy skills. In Genesee 
County, only 29% of households are within a ten-
minute walk of an elementary school; and 7% 
within a ten-minute walk of a library. Communities 
must continue to improve their local 
transportation network to ensure the public rights-
of-way can provide safe access to core services for 
all users and that there is a seamless connection 
between one’s home and the community’s core 
service. 
 
Staff completed a more in-depth, statistical 
analysis for each of the seven core services in 
Genesee County using various modes of 
transportation (see appendix). The following maps 
are intended to help readers visualize the 
accessibility for each identified core service for 
Genesee County residents. 
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What is Environmental Justice 
All citizens are guaranteed full opportunity to 
participate in programs, plans and processes, 
including transportation, community 
development, and environmental planning.  
Environmental Justice analysis identifies minority 
and low-income populations and analyzes the 
economic investments to assess whether these 
populations are adversely affected in the receipt of 
transportation system or community development 
system benefits.   
 
In 1994, an Executive Order (Number 12898) 
directed every federal agency including the U.S 
Department of Transportation (DOT) and the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) to identify and address the effects of all 
programs, policies, and activities on “minority 
populations and/or low-income populations”. This 
Order was consistent with Title VI in considering 
fundamental environmental justice principles 
affecting low income and minority populations. 
The three fundamental environmental justice 
principles are: 

 
▪ To avoid, minimize or mitigate 

disproportionately high and adverse 
human health and environmental effects, 
including social and economic effects, on 
minority populations and low-income 
populations. 
 

▪ To ensure the full and fair participation by 
all potentially affected communities in the 
transportation decision-making progress. 
 

▪ To prevent the denial of, reduction in, or 
significant delay in the receipt of benefits 
by minority and low-income populations. 

 
Evaluation of Defined Populations 
In order to address the three environmental justice 
(EJ) principles, minority populations and low-

income populations were identified to include: 
American Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian, 
Black/African American, Hispanic Origin, Native 
Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander, and Persons 
Living Below the Poverty Level. Threshold 
Percentages were developed for each of the six EJ 
populations. 
 
To determine the effects of any federal-aid project 
on EJ populations, staff identified areas within 
Genesee County in which the levels of identified 
population groups meet or surpass the average 
levels for the County. Calculating the average 
number of persons in the identified groups and 
applying that percentage to each 2010 Census 
Block Group established these areas. The areas of 
concentration in which the percentage of 
identified persons exceeded the threshold 
percentages were determined to be EJ Zones (see 
map below).  
 

 

Projects and the Environmental Justice Process 
To ensure all populations are adequately notified 
and given the proper opportunities to provide 
input during the development of the Genesee: Our 
County, Our Future planning document, an 
extensive public outreach process will be 
implemented in accordance with the Genesee 
County Public Participation Plan. All projects, both 
transportation and community development, will 
undergo a complete desk review and mapping 
process. Notifications will be mailed to all property 
occupants who are adjacent to the project; and ads 
will be posted in local papers and on social media 
to notify residents about public meetings where 
they can provide comments. 

Environmental      
Justice Zones  
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Access to Core Services Methodology and Analysis 

The purpose of this analysis is to help evaluate how well residents of Genesee County can access 

core service destinations by using the existing roadway, transit and non-motorized transportation 

networks.  Seven core services that included fixed-route transit, medical facilities, libraries, 

groceries, educational institutions, parks and employment hubs were measured for accessibility. 

Access to these core services were measured across four modes of travel: fixed route transit, 

automobile, biking and walking. Travel time was selected as the main determinate of accessibility. 

Travel time in minutes, or how many households can reach a destination in ‘x’ minutes, is used to 

evaluate accessibility. 

 

Accessibility is analyzed both by location and by low-income population Traffic Analysis Zones 

(TAZ).  In the Travel Demand Model, the 2014 base-year households were placed in one of four 

income categories based on their reported household income from the MI Travel Counts.  The 

quartiles were established using an analysis of the CTPP household income distribution.  The 

median household income for Genesee County was found to be between 40,000 and 42,500 

dollars.  The quartiles were defined based on finding the median income in the lower and upper 

halves as defined by the county median.  The CTPP Income Category for Quartile 1 ranges from 0 

to 22,500 dollars and TAZ in Quartile 1 are used for the analysis of low-income populations.  In 

Genesee County, there are 32,083 households in the low-income quartile 1 traffic analysis zones.  

There are 165,199 total households in Genesee County. 

 

The Travel Demand Model and TransCAD was used to calculate the number and percent of 

households, within a 10-minute and 30-minute interval, that would be able to access the core 

services across the four travel modes.  Travel bands were created in TransCAD to calculate 

households within a 10-minute auto travel time. Buffers were created in TransCAD to calculate 

both the number of households and low-income households located within the designated travel 

times.  A half mile buffer was created around each core service to identify 10-minute walksheds 

and a 1.5 mile buffer was used for a 30 minute walkshed.  A 1.67 mile buffer was created around 

each core service to identify a 10-minute bikeshed and a 5.01 mile buffer was created for the 30-

minute bikeshed.  These travel times are based on a walk speed of 3 mph and on a bike speed of 

10 mph which are the same speeds used for the mode choice model in the travel demand model. 

 

Fixed Route Transit Service 
 

In Genesee County, there are 13 fixed primary routes provided throughout the City of Flint by the 

Mass Transportation Authority (MTA).  The MTA also provides demand-response (Your Ride) 

Services and regional routes that provide direct round-trip connection to employment, medical, 

and leisure opportunities outside of Genesee County.  The MTA has also created a Ride to 

Groceries service to improve access to healthy foods and full-service grocery stores.  Rides to 
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Groceries service can be accessed through either a bus route or through local Your Ride Centers.  

The bus routes connect to the MTA’s Downtown Flint Transportation Center on 30-minute 

intervals.  The MTA also provides a Rides to Wellness service which provides a comprehensive non-

emergency medical transportation program.  The following analysis measures the accessibility of 

households reaching the fixed route transit network by bicycling and walking for 10-minute and 

30-minute travel times. 

 

TransCAD Travel Band/Buffer Analysis: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time HH's % 

Low 
Income 
HHs % #TAZ 

Fixed Route Transit               

 Walking Within 10 min 65,525 39.66 30,452 94.92 315 

   Within 30 min 83,238 50.39 32,079 99.99 379 

 Biking Within 10 min 86,045 52.09 32,081 99.99 388 

   Within 30 min 127,794 77.36 32,083 100.00 530 

 

Travel Demand Model Results: 

Person Hours, Miles & Speed by Mode Fri Sep 15 08:41:18 2017 

Summary using Daily Travel (sum of all periods) 

Mode Person Miles Person Hours Average 
Speed 

Transit 51,452 6,087 8.45 

Bike 143,756 17,392 8.27 

Pedestrian 503,591 216,093 2.33 

    
Transit Avg. Initial Wait Time 5.95 minutes 

  
Transit Avg. Xfer Wait Time)   4.28 minutes 

  

 

 

Medical Facilities 
 

Medical facility accessibility was measured by travel time and mode for 38 medical facilities in 

Genesee County.  Three types of health facilities were identified and measured: hospitals which 

have an emergency department or trauma center, urgent care centers, and community health 

centers which includes health departments and medical campuses.  This study identified and 

measured 3 hospitals, 16 urgent care facilities and 19 health/medical centers.  The following 

analysis was done by two categories: 1) hospitals; 2) any medical facility including hospitals, urgent 

care centers and health or medical centers.   
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TransCAD Travel Band/Buffer Analysis: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time HH's % 

Low 
Income 
HHs % 

Hospitals             

 Auto Within 10 min 20,488 12.40 8,352 26.03 

 Walking Within 10 min 2,523 1.53 939 2.93 

   Within 30 min 17,900 10.84 7,867 24.52 

 Biking Within 10 min 20,397 12.35 8,919 27.80 

   Within 30 min 89,883 54.41 30,908 96.34 

Any Health Care Facility (hospital, urgent care, health center/dept, medical center campuses)    

 Auto Within 10 min 154,153 93.31 32,083 100.00 

 Walking Within 10 min 17,391 10.53 5,259 16.39 

   Within 30 min 79,808 48.31 30,172 94.04 

 Biking Within 10 min 87,492 52.96 21,285 66.34 

   Within 30 min 152,050 92.04 32,083 100.00 

 Transit 22 of 38 medical facilities within 10-minute walk to transit 

 

Travel Demand Model Results: 

Average Travel Time To College & Medical by Income Fri 

Sep 15 08:41:30 2017 

Using AM Highway Skims 

Measure All Zones Low income 
(quart. 1) 

Zones 

Average time to nearest hospital 16.78 minutes 
  

HH within 10 minutes of a hospital 20,488 (12.40%) 8,352 (26.03%) 

 

 

Libraries 
 

Libraries are important as a core service because they help connect people in the community, 

provide opportunities to learn, and promote community involvement.  They also provide 

resources such as access to computers and internet access.  This study measured accessibility to 

20 libraries which included the 19 Genesee District Library branches as well as the Flint Public 

Library. 
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TransCAD Travel Band/Buffer Analysis: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time HH's % 

Low 
Income 
HHs % 

Libraries             

 Auto Within 10 min 164,194 99.39 32,083 100.00 

 Walking Within 10 min 11,324 6.85 3294 10.27 

   Within 30 min 69,951 42.34 1,8474 57.58 

 Biking Within 10 min 80,346 48.64 21,507 67.04 

   Within 30 min 164,092 99.33 32,083 100.00 

 Transit 8 of 20 libraries within 10-minute walk to transit 

 

Groceries 
 

To measure accessibility to groceries a total of 106 retail food stores were identified and mapped.  

Examples of grocery stores include Kroger, Meijer, Wal-Mart supercenters, VG’s and smaller local 

supermarkets.  These food stores offer a full range of food products including produce, dairy and 

fresh meat.  Also included were 51 dollar stores which offer food options but no fresh produce or 

meat.  Examples of dollar stores include Dollar General and Family Dollar.  These were included 

because they may be the only close food option available to residents. 

 

TransCAD Travel Band/Buffer Analysis: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time HH's % 

Low 
Income 
HHs % 

Supermarkets             

 Auto Within 10 min 164,074 99.32 32,083 100.00 

 Walking Within 10 min 44,357 26.85 15,261 47.57 

   Within 30 min 127,894 77.42 31,668 98.71 

 Biking Within 10 min 134,002 81.12 31,872 99.34 

   Within 30 min 164,077 99.32 3,2083 100.00 

 Transit 52 of 103 grocery stores within 10-minute walk to grocery 

 

 

Educational Institutions 
 

This study looked at three categories of schools: 1) college/universities; 2) elementary schools (K-

8); 3) high schools (9-12).  The schools included both public and private schools as well as charter 

and alternative schools.  A total of 169 schools were measured including 5 colleges, 120 
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elementary and 44 high schools.  Accessibility to the nearest school was measured by mode and 

travel time. 

 

TransCAD Travel Band/Buffer Analysis: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time HH's % 

Low 
Income 
HHs % 

Schools K-8             

 Walking Within 10 min 4,7263 28.61 9517 29.66 

   Within 30 min 13,6750 82.78 29441 91.77 

 Biking Within 10 min 14,2580 86.31 30478 95.00 

 Transit 42 of 120 schools within 10-minute walk to transit 

Schools 9-12            

 Auto Within 10 min 163,215 98.80 32,083 100.00 

 Walking Within 10 min 14,625 8.85 4,908 15.30 

   Within 30 min 85,748 51.91 22,095 68.87 

 Biking Within 10 min 97,147 58.81 24,064 75.01 

   Within 30 min 163,924 99.23 32,083 100.00 

 Transit 13 of 44 schools within 10-minute walk to transit 

College            

 Auto Within 10 min 96745 58.56 31374 97.79 

   Within 25 min 147,130 89.06 32,083 100.00 

 Transit 5 of 5 colleges within 10-minute walk to transit 

 

Travel Demand Model Results: 

Average Travel Time To College & Medical by Income Fri 
Sep 15 08:41:30 2017 

Using AM Highway Skims 

Measure All Zones Low income 
(quart. 1) 

Zones 

Average time to nearest college 15.67 minutes   

HH within 25 minutes of a college 147,130 (89.1%) 32,083 (100.0%) 

 

Parks 
 

As one of the core services, parks provide health and social benefits.  Parks provide a place for 

physical activity and provide both mental and physical benefits.  A total of 150 parks were broken 

into two categories:  community and regional parks.  There were 138 community parks which 

included neighborhood, township, city and community parks as well as nature preserves.  The 12 
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regional parks included the county and regional parks.  Community parks were measured by travel 

time for biking and walking while regional park access was measured for auto and biking trips by 

travel time. 

 

Type of Park Size Number Acreage 

Community Parks 0.05 - 206 acres 138 7840 

Regional Parks 5 - 3813 acres 12 2719 

Total 150 10559 

 

TransCAD Travel Band/Buffer Analysis: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time HH's % 

Low 
Income 
HHs % 

Access to Community Park             

 Walking Within 10 min 68,698 41.58 2,6451 82.45 

 Biking Within 10 min 133,903 81.06 32,062 99.93 

Access to Park or School K-8             

 Walking Within 10 min 88,166 53.37 29,261 91.20 

 Biking Within 10 min 150,413 91.05 32,080 99.99 

Access to Regional Park             

 Auto Within 10 min 137,910 83.48 32,083 100.00 

 Biking Within 30 min 138,932 84.10 32,083 100.00 

 

 

Employment Hubs 
 

Accessibility of jobs was analyzed using results from the Travel Demand Model.  There is a total of 

191,484 jobs in the 2014 base year of the transportation model.  The model calculated the number 

of jobs accessible within a 20-minute travel time by the travel modes of biking, walking and transit.  

The greater number of jobs reached within a given travel time the greater the accessibility to 

employment opportunities. 

 

Travel Demand Model Results: 

Core Service (Access To) Mode Travel Time No of Jobs % No of TAZ 

Jobs all           

 Transit 20 min Travel Time 115,233 60.18 276 

 Bike 20 min Travel Time 191,070 99.78 619 

 Walk  20 min Travel Time 163,352 85.31 466 

 Transit 10 min walk from stops 108,320 56.57 317 
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Zones & Employment within 20 minutes Travel Fri Sep 15 08:41:18 2017  
Access summary using AM networks 

Mode Skim name Zdata field Number 
of zones 

Sum of 
zdata field 

Max. 
Travel 

time 
(min.) 

Transit ALLTT 14_EMP_TOT 276 115,233 20 

Bike Bike_Imp 14_EMP_TOT 619 191,070 20 

Walk Walk_Imp 14_EMP_TOT 466 163,352 20 

 

Average Travel Time to Work by Income, Auto vs. Transit 
Fri Sep 15 08:41:29 2017 

Average Times from AM networks (minutes) weighted by HBW trips 

Mode All Zones Low income 
(quartile 1) 

Zones 

Transit 25.61 22.36 

Highway 17.77 17.24 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B: Maps for Access to Core Services 
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INFRASTRUCTURE 
- Remote Management of Transit, Freeways, 

Congestion, Traffic Incidents, Emergencies 
- Electronic Message Boards 
- Crash Prevention Features 
 

VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY 
- Collision Avoidance Systems 
- Driver Assistance 
- Automated/Self-driving 

 
 

Level 0 – No Automation (Driver in Control at all times) 

Level 1 – Driver Assistance 

Level 2 – Partial Automation    WE ARE HERE 

Level 3 – Conditional Automation 

Level 4 – High Automation 

Level 5 – Full Automation (No Driver Required) 

 
 

 
 

90% Less Traffic 
Fatalities 

Predicted with Full 
Deployment of 

Autonomous Vehicles 

 
 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 
Intelligent Transportation Systems are made up of a combination of 
smart infrastructure and vehicle technology that are constantly 
evolving.  These systems have a goal in mind to ease congestion and 
reduce injuries and deaths due to crashes on our roads.  ITS are 
becoming more and more common in our everyday lives whether we 
realize it or not. Below are some examples of these technologies: 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Wireless Communication between Vehicles and the built environment 

 

 

Infrastructure  
All of these technologies are being developed to work together as a 
coordinated, connected system to improve travel reliability, security, 
and safety. The State of Michigan has developed the 2018 MDOT 
Strategic Plan for Intelligent Transportation Systems, outlining a 
strategy to deploy new technology. MDOT’s plan incorporates 
Genesee County and therefore it serves as our local ITS plan. It 
discusses the installation of Closed-Circuit Television Cameras (CCTV), 
Microwave Vehicle Detection Systems (MVDS), and vehicle probe 
data which have allowed real-time traffic information to become 
widely available to the public. Software applications such as Google 
Maps (shown below) and Michigan’s MiDrive allow for easy rerouting 
to avoid traffic congestion.  A new method of adapting to congestion 
are Lane Control Signs, used along the US-23 Flex Route north of Ann 
Arbor. Lane Control Signs can allow for additional flexibility by 
opening or closing lanes to traffic depending on congestion at that 
time.  This is just one example of multiple technologies all working 
together to improve real-life conditions for drivers.  
 

 
Real-Time Traffic on Google Maps 

 
Other examples of ITS being deployed around the state include: Truck 
Parking Information & Management, Wrong-Way Driver Warning 
Systems, Border Wait Time Information System, Weather Responsive  
 

 
Traveler Information System, Over-Height Warning System, 
Integrated Corridor Management, and a Curve Speed Warning 
System.  
 
Vehicle Technology 
Perhaps one of the biggest and most discussed changes in ITS is the 
introduction of automated and connected vehicles. As new 
technologies are produced and tested, vehicles will continue to 
evolve. Currently a wide range of technologies are being developed, 
from adaptive cruise control, all the way to full automation. The 
technology available in a vehicle can be described using the Levels of 
Automation scale, developed by the Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) as a standard to classify a system’s sophistication: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Level 0: No Automation. A human driver controls all aspects of 
driving.    
 
Level 1: Driver Assistance. These vehicles may include technology 
such as lane departure or collision warnings, but the driver remains in 
full control.  
 
Level 2: Partial Automation. This is the level the industry is currently 
at and includes automatic steering and self-parking ability.  
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Level 3: Conditional Automation. Testing underway, expected in the 
very near future. Vehicle can monitor its surroundings, change lanes, 
and can control the steering, throttle and braking in certain 
situations. A human driver must be in the vehicle.  

Level 4: High Automation. Vehicle is capable of driving itself under 
most conditions, but a human driver still must be in the vehicle.  
 
 

Level 5: Full Automation. Vehicle can fully drive itself with no human 
present. According to a prediction by Intel Corporation and Strategy 
Analytics, Level 5 vehicles will be widely used on the road by 2050. 

 
Even though changes are already happening in the 
private industry, at this stage in the development 
of autonomous vehicles, it is difficult to predict the 
exact level of investment in our infrastructure that 
will be needed to support them. But we can begin 
anticipating some of the changes in infrastructure, 
and even some drastic societal changes that could 
be coming, including: 
 

• Large reductions in crashes by eliminating 
human errors and distracted driving (See 
before/after comparison on the left) 

• Changes to car insurance: Who is 
responsible for a crash if the vehicle is 
automated? 

• Shift towards subscription or fleet vehicles, 
instead of people owning a vehicle 

• Reduced need for parking, as more people 
will be picked up and dropped off 

• Development of new high-speed wireless 
networks to support vehicle 
communication 

• Changes in vehicle emissions as industry 
shifts from gas to electric  

• Changes to freight movement and shifts 
between modes such as truck, air and rail 

 
Due to these potential changes, local governments 
will need to stay aware of any impacts. Updates to 
zoning may be needed as driving and parking 
habits change. There are steps we can take as a 
Planning Organization to prepare for the future.  
For example, we can bring together state and local 
officials to discuss ITS projects and ensure all 
stakeholders are working towards common goals.   
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Local ITS Projects 
An example of success with ITS locally is the Genesee County Road 
Commission’s (GCRC) Adaptive Signal Control Technologies (ASCT). 
This accommodates current traffic patterns to promote smooth flow 
and ease traffic congestion. Other benefits include reduction in fuel 
consumption and travel time reliability. GCRC has installed the InSync 
Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System into several corridors 
throughout Genesee County, including Holly Road, Miller Road, and 
Linden Road. Shown below, this system detects and collects vehicle 
data by processing video images and automatically optimizing the 
changing of traffic signals to instantly adapt to real time traffic 
demand. 
 

 
GCRC’s InSync Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System 

 
Flint’s Mass Transportation Authority (MTA) has also made 
advancements using intelligent technologies. MTA has made 
significant progress with the installation of computer aided dispatch 
(CAD) equipment and automatic vehicle location (AVL) components. 
Additionally, all MTA vehicles are equipped with Mobile Data 
Terminals (MDTs).  MTA operates communications towers which 
serve the in-vehicle equipment. The towers can also be used by other 
local agencies such as GCRC and local public works departments. This 
sharing of equipment benefits the entire County when it comes to 
communications and security. These technologies help to improve 
the customer experience by providing real-time bus arrival 

information for passengers. Future improvements to bus 
communication systems are currently programmed through the 
Genesee County Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).    
 
As described in MTA’s Strategic Plan 2016-2026, the following are 
short-term or medium-term goals to implement in the next 1-6 years: 
Completing updates to MTA’s IT Plan, completing installation of 
electronic fare boxes on all fixed routes, integrating Automatic 
Passenger Counters into service, and continuing implementation of 
web-based applications for passenger information.  

 

 
MDOT Electronic Message Board 

 
Security 
Another benefit of intelligent connected technologies is enhanced 
safety and security in the event of a major natural disaster or local 
emergency. Transit vehicles have a direct connection to 911 and 
enhanced ability to relay information to dispatch since 
communications equipment is already in place. In the case where an 
evacuation is needed, message boards and wireless alerts to cell 
phones through Reverse 911 will be able to notify residents of an 
evacuation route. Applications such as Google Maps and other GPS 
devices can provide re-routing to avoid the area of an emergency. 
Reduced congestion due to automated vehicle technologies will also 
help with organized evacuation of residents. These technologies will 
help Genesee County reach some of the goals discussed in the 

Hazard Mitigation Plan, such as enhancing early warning systems, 
improving response and recovery during disasters, and preventing 
the loss of life.  

 
Recommendations 
Genesee County should continue to collaborate with regional and 
statewide partners including the Michigan Department of 
Transportation, Flint Mass Transportation Authority, Genesee County 
Road Commission and other agencies to avoid duplication of efforts 
and to ensure integration of ITS systems.  It is also our goal to 
encourage ITS components in the Transportation Improvement 
Program Call for Projects, Safety Call for Projects and Congestion 
Mitigation Air Quality Call for Projects.  
 

• Further study the impacts automated vehicle technologies 
will have on our communities. 

• Continue to educate local officials and the public of 
technologies already available.  

• Continue working with state and local agencies to program 
projects that will build upon our existing Intelligent 
Transportation Systems. 
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Natural disaster threats are an important component when 
developing local and regional plans and procedures. The goals of the 
Genesee County Natural Disaster threat report are to protect the 
health and safety of the public and to preserve its property by acting 
to reduce the long-term risk to human life and property from natural 
hazards. In January 2015, community leaders representing the 33 units 
of government in Genesee County developed the Genesee County 
Hazard Mitigation Plan to prioritize threats in the county and to 
educate and prepare for hazard mitigation and recovery. The following 
report outlines the top four ranked natural disasters that pose threats 
to the housing and transportation system in Genesee County; riverine 
flooding, storms and tornadoes, drought, and wildfires while also 
outlining the diversity of the transportation network in the county. The 
final portion of this report addresses the implementation strategies in 
place for natural disaster. 
 
Threats 
Riverine Flooding 
Riverine flooding is historically the costliest natural disaster hazard in 
Genesee County. Flooding of land adjoining the normal course of a 
stream or river has always been a natural occurrence. If floodplain 
areas were left in their natural state, flooding would not cause 

significant damage, but development 
has increased the potential for more 
serious flooding. From 1975-2018, 
Michigan experienced 16 flood 
disasters that resulted in a Governor’s 
Disaster Declaration. Combined, these 
flood disasters have caused hundreds 
of millions of dollars in damage to 
homes, businesses, personal property, 
and agriculture. While a flood could not 
only damage a road, it could make it 
inoperable for an unknown period, 
highlighting the importance of 
alternate routes and plans in a natural 
disaster plan.  
 
Storms and Tornadoes 
Tornadoes and storms are ranked the 
second most hazardous natural disaster 
threat in Genesee County. In a 

statewide comparison of all Michigan counties from 1950 to 2013, 
Genesee County led the state in tornado statistics with 45. The number 
of tornadoes along with the number and magnitude of wind storms 
has resulted in millions of dollars’ worth of damage county-wide. 
Genesee county is also susceptible to both extreme heat and cold. It is 
not uncommon to have a 40-degree 
swing in temperature within a 24-hour 
period. In January 2014, parts of 
Genesee County reported temperatures 
as low as –45˚F with the wind chill. While 
tornadoes could obviously damage and 
impact housing and the county wide 
transportation system, storms and 
extreme temperatures could be equally 
devastating.  
 
Drought 
Drought is ranked as 
Genesee County’s number three most hazardous natural disaster. 
Drought is a normal part of the climate of Michigan and of virtually all 
other climates around the world – including areas with high and low 
average rainfall. In Genesee County, the drought of 2001 was 

devastating. The drought drastically affected first-year Christmas tree 
seedlings and caused a reduced crop of Christmas trees that we saw 
around the 2011 mark. Nursery owners had to replant their Christmas 
trees due to the destroyed seedlings, while the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) granted Michigan’s request to have most of the 
state’s counties declared eligible for low-interest emergency farm 
loans through the USDA Farm Service Agency because of a drought 
that led to a loss of nearly 50% of crops. While Genesee County is 
known for being abundant in water, it is important to note that 
droughts are a very real possibility and effectively preparing for one 
can help to mitigate the risk.  
 
Wildfires 
Wildfires are ranked as Genesee County’s number four most 
dangerous potential natural disaster. Wildfires (natural vegetation 
fires, forest, woods or wild land fires, brush or brush and grass mixture 
fires, grass fires, cultivated vegetation and crop fires, and cultivated 
trees or nursery stock fires) are likely to occur in Genesee County due 
to the substantial amount of outdoor activities that include the 
burning of various materials. While often neglected in favor of 
structural fires, in importance, wild fires can prove devasting to our 
forests and farms alike. From 2010 to 2018 there were a total of 
78,699 fire incidences in Genesee County. Even if just a small portion 
of this number accounts for wildfires, there could be devastating 
effects to forest, food, housing, and transportation systems alike. 
Grass fires account for about 60% of reported wildfires, followed by 
approximately 30% of brush or brush and grass mixture fires in this 
area. Massive smoke from these fires could cause potential hazards in 
the transportation system when it comes to addressing visibility. With 
the potential for loss so great with this threat, proper mitigation and 
protocol is necessary.  
 
Transportation and Natural Disasters 
Genesee County has more than 2,540 miles of roadway of which is 
almost 70 miles of Interstate. These roads have become the lifeblood 
of the shipping and container industry in Genesee County and the loss 
of even one of these arteries during a natural disaster could be 
crippling to our economy. Over 16,000 trucks use these routes daily to 
carry cargo, while also sharing the roads is the Mass Transportation 
Authority (MTA) which provides county-wide transportation services, 
which carried 3,202,191 passengers in 2018. Floods in February 2018 
showcased the necessity of planning for roads in natural disasters 

Natural Disaster Threats 
Photo Credit: Genesee County Road Commission 

Estimated Annual Damage from Genesee 

County Tornadoes: $1,001,082 
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when parts of Jordan Road were closed between Irish and Atlas Road 
in Atlas Township. This could also affect lower income residents that 
rely on the MTA as their primary source of transportation.  
 
The Canadian National (CN), CSX 
Transportation, and Central 
Michigan Railroad Company 
operate freight routes through 
Genesee County. They serve the 
automotive industry and 
rail/highway transfer operations. 
Amtrak provides passenger 
services from Port Huron through 
Genesee County to Chicago, Illinois 
on the CN line. These rail line 
companies serve as major goods 
transporters and economic drivers for the county; as such, getting 
them back in operating condition after a natural disaster is of the 
utmost importance. Storms blowing trees over and ice building up on 
tracks are just a few of the potential threats the railroad system must 
face during natural disasters.  
 
Bishop International Airport (BIA) is located within a Foreign Trade 
Zone, which has international import/export implications for Genesee 
County. Fed Ex has a large presence in Bishop and is the regional hub 
site of Fed Ex shipments for the state outside of Detroit. 4.4% of the 
air traffic through Bishop International Airport from January 2015 to 
January 2019 was either delayed or canceled due to weather. These 
delays and cancelations, as well as issues with trucks having problems 
getting to and from the airport to load and unload cargo, cost millions 
of dollars and mitigations strategies should be in place to help with 
these effects.  
 
Implementation 
The following implementation strategies coincide with the goals of our 
long-range plan, which also help to mitigate risk during natural 
disasters for housing and the community as a whole. The best 
implementation strategy available is to educate the public on proper 
protocol prior to natural disaster distress. Additionally, using media 
broadcasting across radio, tv, and social media can help to reach as 
many people county-wide as possible to warn the public of potential 
danger. Repairing and constructing tornado sirens is an additional step 

to warn citizens of  natural disasters. Technology such 
as Google Maps helps to provide notice of issues on 
the transportation network and assists in re-routing 
users. 
 
Continued training of first responders is an important 
step toward dealing with the aftermath of natural 
disasters. Investing in firefighter and first responder 
training is hoped to mitigate a wide range of risks that 
come with the danger of a natural disaster. A highly 
trained first response task force can ultimately help to 
save more lives.  
 
Mapping and assessing all the flood plains in our 
water-rich county is essential. These maps should be 
continually updated as floodplains change with time 
and development. The map to the right showcases 
where, and how many, structures currently reside in 
the floodplains in Genesee County and are therefore 
at risk. With a mapping assessment of where to 
allocate resources, it will also be imperative to 
recognize where to install additional emergency 
generators across the county. These generators can 
be used to power essential functions within public 
buildings and serve as emergency shelters if 
necessary. Community Development also takes 
multiple steps to avoid new development in these 
areas.  
 
Additional focus should be put toward the regular 
inspection and maintenance of dams within the 
county. With 3 of the county’s 13 major dams in need 
of repair, it is important to plan and prevent the 
failure of a dam due to additional strain put on it from 
flooding. Systematic plans should also be developed 
for snow and ice removal to minimize the impact of 
inclement weather.  

14” of snow  

on January 5, 2014 made 
numerous roads impassable 
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Introduction 
Transportation safety and security encompasses everything from 
minor incidences to major pile ups and fatalities across all the roads in 
the County. Traffic accidents are an inevitable part of travel and 
happen universally across all ranges of weather, traffic patterns, days 
of the week, and times of the year. No amount of road engineering can 
eliminate vehicle accidents, but trends in traffic and accident data can 
show where issues can be addressed. This report analyzes crash data 
provided by the Michigan State Police, collected from reported traffic 
accidents in Genesee County between 2013-2017 (the latest year of 
available crash data at the time of this report), and provides strategies 
and recommendations to reduce the number of accidents that happen 
each year. 
 

Trends and Mitigation Strategies 
General trends for Genesee County show that the total number of 
accidents has increased from 9,811 in 2013 to 10,762 in 2017, and the 
number of fatalities has increased from 29 in 2013 to 38 in 2017.   One 
major factor in the number of accidents in a county is the annual 
volume of traffic, or the annual Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT).  Trends 
show that as VMT increases the number of traffic accidents also 
increases.  As the economy in Genesee County continues to recover 
from the national recession people are driving more.  The annual VMT 
(in Thousands) for Genesee County increased from 3,993,165 in 2013 

to 4,154,170 in 2017.  People in Genesee County are 
driving more resulting in an increase in traffic 
accidents.   

In 2017, GCMPC staff worked with the Michigan 
Department of Transportation (MDOT) and a 
consultant to develop the Genesee, Lapeer, and 
Shiawassee County Traffic Safety Plan.  The plan 

analyzed safety data and provided recommendations to help reduce 
accidents in the region.  The plan also used input from several focus 
groups and workshops conducted during plan development to help 
identify top issues. Participants in these events represented 
stakeholders throughout the region and in various disciplines such as 
law enforcement, transportation, local government, and the public.  
The main issues identified as a result of this plan are Intersections, 
Lane Departures, Drivers Age 24 and Younger, Impaired Driving, and 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety.  The chart below shows the number of 
fatalities and serious injuries (identified as KA) for each of the 
identified safety issues. The chart also compares Genesee County to 
other counties in the state with similar characteristics.  Counties with 
higher annual VMT are going to have more accidents in general than 
counties with much lower annual ADT.  When comparing Genesee 

County to other counties in Michigan, VMT is a useful tool to put the 
number of accidents into perspective.   The chart below shows 
Genesee County has slightly fewer accidents than expected when 
comparing the VMT ranking for each county. 
 
The following provides more detail regarding the top transportation 
safety issues facing Genesee County and how they compare with 
counties in the state with similar characteristics.   
 
Age (15 - 20) 
Genesee County is ranked 9th in Michigan for crashes involving 15 to 
17-year olds with 38 fatal or serious injury crashes over the past five 
years, and 8th for crashes involving 18 to 20-year olds with 117 fatal 
or serious injury crashes over the past five years. Traffic crashes are 
the number one cause of injury and death for teens. While crash rates 
are highest for 16-year old drivers, drivers under 20 have crash rates 
nearly four times higher than drivers 65 and older. To reduce the 
number of crashes caused by new drivers, local agencies should 
consider adjusting laws pertaining to young drivers, conducting social 
media campaigns, assisting parents in managing teen driving, or 
improving the graduated driving licensing system. In Michigan, teen 
drivers under 18 must complete two segments of driver education and 
meet the requirements of three graduated driver licensing levels. Level 
1 restricts teens to only driving with a licensed parent/guardian or 
designated licensed adult age 21 or older. Level 2 restricts the hours 
of operation between 10PM and 5AM and the number of passengers 
in the car to one, with some exceptions. Finally, level 3 is unrestricted. 
 
Impaired Driving 
Genesee County is ranked 5th in Michigan for alcohol related crashes 
with 225 fatal or serious injury crashes over the past five years. 

Age 18-20

KA State 

Rank

KA State

Rank

KA State 

Rank

KA State 

Rank

KA State Rank KA State 

Rank

VMT 

(Thousands)

State 

Rank

Genesee Co 203 6 38 9 117 8 103           6 97 7 225 5 4,154,170 5

Washtenaw Co 218 5 36 11 113 9 107           5 46 11 179 7 3,844,342 6

Wayne Co 1,005 1 169 1 614 1 834           1 546 1 840 1 15,832,523 1

Oakland Co 440 2 160 2 316 2 281           2 201 3 461 2 13,082,901 2

Kent Co 339 3 95 4 290 3 218           3 215 2 426 3 6,130,331 3

KA Represents Fatalities and Serious Injury Crashes

5 Year 

County Ranking

Vehicle Miles TraveledFixed Object Ages 15-17 Controlled Intersections DrinkingPedestrian

Safety 
Photo Credit: NBC 25 news 
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Impaired driving crashes are disproportionately more severe than 
other crashes, constituting 30 to 40 percent of all fatal crashes each 
year. Despite decades of work, impaired driving remains a devastating 
traffic safety and public health problem. To combat impaired driving, 
local agencies are encouraged to implement a combination of actions 
including saturation patrols, officer training programs, public outreach 
and education, partner with national programs, as well as support 
transit and rideshare efforts. A recent report completed by Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving (MADD) and Uber indicated that a significant 
reduction in drunk driving crashes occurred following the introduction 
of ridesharing services. According to a MADD survey of attitudes about 
ridesharing services and their role in combating drunk driving, nearly 
4 in 5 respondents said friends are less likely to drive home after 
drinking once ridesharing services like Uber and Lyft started operating. 
Additionally, 93 percent would recommend rideshare as a safer way 
home to a friend who had been drinking. Agencies in Genesee County 
should promote rideshare, including use of carpooling and vanpooling, 
as a reliable alternative to impaired driving.  
 
Intersections  
Genesee County is ranked 7th in Michigan for controlled intersection 
crashes with 97 fatal or serious injury crashes over the past five years. 
Intersections are planned points of conflict in any roadway where 
people, whether in vehicles or walking, cross paths as they travel. 
Intersections make up an extremely small portion of the road network, 
yet many traffic accidents are attributed to these locations. Strategies 
to address intersection safety are diverse, with most using an 
engineered-based approach. These strategies include developing a 
region-wide intersection inventory, creating a ranked and prioritized 
list of high-risk intersections, conducting road safety audits of high-risk 
intersections, and applying roundabouts at certain locations. A MDOT 
research study indicated that roundabouts have reduced fatal and 
serious injury crashes by more than 60 percent when they replace a 
signal, and more than 75 percent when they replace a two-way stop. 
For more information regarding roundabouts please review the 
roundabout report of this plan. Due to their safety and operational 
benefits, GCMPC will work with a consultant in 2019 to conduct a more 
detailed roundabout study for Genesee County intersections. The list 
below shows the top 25 most accident-prone intersections in Genesee 
County in 2017. These intersections are overlaid on the map on the 
right.  The map also highlights areas of high accident density. It is 

obvious from the map that the largest concentration of accidents 
occurred at intersections.  Accidents are also focused toward the more 
highly traveled roads. These intersections and road segment locations, 
with their high number of accident occurrences, should be the focus 
of potential mitigation strategies.  

 
Lane Departure  
Genesee County is ranked 6th in Michigan for fixed object crashes with 
203 fatal or serious injury crashes over the past five years. Fixed object 
crashes are one of several lane departure type crashes. A lane 
departure crash is defined as a crash that occurs after a vehicle crosses 
an edge line, center line, or otherwise leaves the traveled way. While 

lane departure crashes represent a relatively modest proportion of all 
traffic crashes, they result in a greatly disproportionate percentage of 
fatal and serious injury crashes. Nationally, over 54 percent of all traffic 
fatalities are the result of lane departure crashes. Although Genesee 

County has a lower percentage than nationally for lane departure 
fatalities at 38 percent, these crashes are frequently severe, and tend 
to be distributed across large areas of the road network. Many factors 
contribute to lane departure crashes including driver fatigue and 
drowsiness, distracted driving, poor traction between vehicle and road 
surfaces, as well as poor visibility. To mitigate lane departure crashes, 
local agencies should consider implementing a ranked and prioritized 

 

2017 Top 25 Accident Prone Intersections 

Rank Intersection Location 
Total 
Crashes 

1 E Court St & S Center Rd 159 

2 Corunna Rd & S Linden Rd 159 

3 E Hill Rd & W Hill Rd & Fenton Rd 142 

4 Lapeer Rd & S State Rd 138 

5 Corunna Rd & S Ballenger Hwy 135 

6 S Dort Hwy & E Court St 117 

7 N Linden Rd & W Pierson Rd 111 

8 Miller Rd & S Linden Rd 108 

9 Dort Hwy & E Grand Blanc Rd 107 

10 Fenton Rd & W Bristol Rd & E Bristol Rd 106 

11 E Bristol Rd & S Grand Traverse St 103 

12 N Grand Traverse St & W 5th Ave 100 

13 Perry Rd & S Saginaw Rd & Bush St & S Saginaw St 100 

14 Owen Rd & Silver Pkwy 96 

15 S Saginaw Rd & E Hill Rd 93 

16 Owen Rd & Owen/S I 75 Ramp & S I 75/Owen Ramp 92 

17 N I 475 & S Grand Traverse St 91 

18 S Linden Rd & Lennon Rd 91 

19 W Bristol Rd & Van Slyke Rd 90 

20 Dort Hwy & E Hill Rd & S Dort Hwy 90 

21 Corunna Rd & S Graham Rd 89 

22 W Vienna Rd & Linden Rd 85 

23 E Flint St & W Flint St & N State Rd 83 

24 Owen Rd & N I 75/Owen Ramp & Owen/N I 75 Ramp 82 

25 Robert T Longway Blvd S & Cesar Chavez Dr 81 
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list of high-risk lane departure segments, conduct road safety audits 
on high-risk segments, develop lane departure outreach materials, and 
promote lane departure focused engineering countermeasures. Some 
examples of engineering countermeasures that local road agencies 
could implement to target lane departure crashes include shoulder 
and center line rumble strips, safety edges on roadways, high friction 
surface treatments, as well as curve delineation. The National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates that 50 percent of 
single vehicle crashes on rural two-lane roads occur on curves. The use 
of post-mounted delineators and chevron signs on curves improves 
driver responsiveness and reduces the likelihood of lane departure 
incidents.  
 
Pedestrian and Bicycle  
Genesee County is ranked 7th in Michigan for vehicle to pedestrian 
crashes with 97 fatal or serious crashes over the past five years. People 
who travel by foot, wheelchair, bike, or other non-motorized means 
are among the most vulnerable road users. To address issues 
associated with pedestrian and bicycle safety, various 
countermeasures should be considered. These include sidewalks or 
separated walkways and pathways, signs and pavement markings, 
promoting safer routes to school programs, targeted enforcement of 
all road users, and traffic calming. Traffic calming is the combination 
of physical measures that reduce the negative effects of motor vehicle 
use, alter driver behavior, and improve conditions for non-motorized 
street users. Since the speed of a vehicle is a major determinant in the 
severity of a crash, lowering speeds can assist in reducing non-
motorized related crashes. For example, a pedestrian hit at 40 miles 
per hour has an 85 percent chance of fatality, while a pedestrian hit at 
20 miles per hour has only a 5 percent chance of fatality. Traffic 
calming techniques should strongly be considered in problematic 
areas with a high number of non-motorized accidents.  
 

Safety Performance Measures  
Transportation Performance Management (TPM) establishes Safety 
Performance Measurement (Safety PM) to clarify existing program 
requirements and to improve data, foster transparency and 
accountability, and to allow safety progress to be tracked at the 
national level. The TPM supports safety performance measures that 
are used to make investment and policy decisions to achieve 

performance goals. The Safety PM Final Rule establishes five 
performance measures as the five-year rolling averages to include: 
 

• Number of Fatalities 

• Rate of Fatalities per 100 million VMT 

• Number of Serious Injuries 

• Rate of Serious Injuries per 100 million VMT 

• Number of Non-motorized Fatalities and Non-motorized 
Serious Injuries 
 

The following chart shows the State of Michigan Safety PM Targets.  
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO’s) are required to establish 
targets by either supporting the statewide targets or creating a unique 
local target.  The Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance (GCMA) has 
elected to support the statewide Safety PM targets. 

 
To contribute towards reaching statewide targets GCMA will continue 
ongoing coordination with the State and other safety stakeholders to 
address areas of concern and will plan and program projects that 
contribute toward meeting the State safety targets. GCMPC will 
continue to prioritize safety projects submitted by road agencies for 
the local safety program. GCMA provides support for projects through 
a list of projects sorted by time-of-return provided to MDOT during the 
annual call for local safety projects. Current projects programmed that 
should contribute to safety performance include intersection safety 
improvements, signalized corridor improvements, roundabouts, non-
motorized improvements, and road diets. A listing of projects is 
maintained on the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) section 
of the GCMPC website, which includes safety projects and is updated 
continuously as projects are added.  

GCMA will also continue to work towards the local safety policies and 
strategies identified in the GLS Region V Traffic Safety Plan. Continued 
focus will be on the priority emphasis areas identified in the safety 
plan, such as intersection, lane departure, and pedestrian and bicycle 
safety. GCMA will continue to work with local, county, and state 
transportation agencies to develop projects that address priority 
emphasis areas in the regional safety plan. We will also continue to 
provide technical assistance to members, perform annual crash data 
analysis, and track our region’s data for the safety performance 
measures. 

 
Recommendations 
The continued use of the four E’s, Engineering, Enforcement, 
Education, and Emergency Response are advised when applying safety 
recommendations to new transportation plans. No single “E” can be 
relied on wholly but using a variety of these techniques is vital. The 
future of transportation safety in Genesee County is dictated by 
available funding. As a large majority of transportation funding comes 
from the Federal and State governments, a re-evaluation of how 
transportation dollars are allocated toward road safety improvements 
is needed.   
 
Below are things agencies can consider for road safety investments: 

• Educate citizens and local officials regarding safety issues and 
mitigation strategies 

• Continue to maintain a database of road and crash data so the 
most accurate data is being used in investment decisions 

• Communities should work to create a comprehensive Asset 
Management Plan for their roads to prepare for future 
investments 

• Continue to use safety as a factor in selecting projects for 
federal transportation funding 

• Explore innovative ways to fund improvements such as 
combining multiple funding sources or making road repairs at 
the same time as other infrastructure repairs  
 

Appendix A to this report is an MDOT document explaining Safety 
Performance Measures and how they are derived.  Appendix B is an 
excerpt from the Genesee, Lapeer, and Shiawassee County Traffic 
Safety Plan illustrating Proposed Engineering Countermeasures. 

Safety Performance 

Measure

Baseline 

Through 2017

2018 State 

Safety Target

2019 State 

Safety Target

Fatalities 981.40 1,003.20 1,023.20

Fatality Rate (per 

100 million VMT)
1.00 1.02 1.02

Serious Injuries 5,355.00 5,136.40 5,406.80

Serious Injury Rate 

(per 100 million VMT)
5.47 5.23 5.41

Non-Motorized 

Fatalities & Serious 

Injuries

743.60 743.60 759.80
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TRANSPORTATION PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
 

SAFETY PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
 

 

CURRENT TRENDS FORECAST METHODS/MODELS 

Going  back  to  the  1960’s  the  long-term  trend  in  traffic  To forecast the total fatalities and serious injuries for target 

fatalities in Michigan shows fatalities decreasing dramatically. setting purposes, MDOT and the Office of Highway Safety 

There were more than 2,000 fatalities per year for the ten year  Planning  relied  on  two  different  models.    The  models 

period between 1964 and 1973.   By 2011, the number of  differed  in  the  economic  drivers  or  factors  that  were 

traffic fatalities in Michigan had dropped to a low of less than  identified  and  used  to  forecast  the  two  variables.    The 
900.   There are many factors that have contributed to the  fatality   models   developed   by   MDOT   relied   on   the 
long-term     reduction     in     traffic     fatalities     including  relationship between oil prices, the Dow Jones Industrial 
improvements in vehicle and occupant safety, stricter state  (DJI) futures and fatalities. Both the price of oil and the level 
safety laws, advances in life saving medical technology, and  and changes in the DJI futures are closely correlated to the 

better      and      smarter      deployment      of      engineering travel demand and traffic crashes. 

countermeasures.    In  more  recent  years,  since  2008,  the  The other model used in the analysis was developed and 
number of fatalities has fluctuated a bit, but remained around maintained by the University of Michigan Transportation 
900 per year. Calendar year 2016 marked the first year since  Research Institute (UMTRI).   The UMTRI model relies on 
2007 in which the total number of traffic fatalities exceeded  results  of  a  recently  completed  research  report  titled 
1,000.  

 
History of Traffic Fatalities in Michigan 

Identification of Factors Contributing to the Decline of 
Traffic Fatalities in the United States, which was completed 
as part of the National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program project 17-67. The model relies on the correlation 
between traffic crashes and vehicle miles traveled (VMT), 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita, median annual 
income, and the unemployment rate among 16 to 24-year 
old’s. 

Federal regulations require the use of five year rolling 
averages each of the performance measures shown below: 

• Fatalities 

• Fatality rate per 100 million VMT 

• Serious injuries 

• Serious injury rate per 100 million VMT 
The long-term trend in serious injuries show a similar pattern. 
The  same  factors  noted  above  have  contributed  to   a 

• Non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries 

significant reduction in serious injuries that have resulted from  To determine a forecasted value for the five year rolling 
vehicle crashes since the mid-1990s. 

 
History of Traffic-Relate Serious Injuries in Michigan 

average for the first four measures listed above, a forecast 
for the total number of fatalities and serious injuries was 
obtained from both models described above for calendar 
year (CY) 2017 and 2018.  The model created by MDOT 
produced an initial estimate for fatalities for CY 2017 of 968 
and for CY 2018 of 912.  These estimates were adjusted to 
account for recent data that show an increase in the number 
of fatalities thus far in CY 2017 that exceeds that the number 
experienced year-to-date in CY 2016. The adjusted values 
project fatalities of 1,057 in CY 2017 and 996 in 2018. The 
model created by UMTRI predicted 1,059 fatalities in CY 
2017  and  1,063  in  2018.  The  final  forecasted value  for 
fatalities is the average of MDOT and UMTRI forecasted 
values, which predict 1,058 in 2017 and 1,030 in 2018. 
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The UMTRI model was the sole model used in forecasting 
total serious injuries as it exhibited a strong linear 
relationship of the ratio of serious injuries and fatalities 
(A/K).  The model predicts 5,243 serious injuries in 2017 
and 5,031 in 2018. 

Results from the UMTRI model (the A/K relationship) was 
also used to generate forecasted values of 782 and 752 
nonmotorized fatalities and serious injuries in 2017 and 
2018, respectively. 

 

PROGRAMMING INFLUENCE 
 

To meet the safety goal of reducing fatalities and serious 
injuries on the state Trunkline system the strategy of the 
Safety Program is to select cost-effective safety 
improvements, as identified in Michigan's Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP), to address Trunkline locations 
with correctable fatality and serious injury crashes.  All 
proposed safety funded improvements must be supported 
by the MDOT Region’s Toward Zero Deaths (TZD) 
Implementation Plan to mitigate such crashes within the 
region.  Priority is given to those projects, within each 
Region, with SHSP focus area improvements that have the 
lowest cost/benefit analysis or are a proven low-cost 
safety improvement to address the correctable crash 
pattern.   On the local road system MDOT administers 
federal safety funds for safety improvements supported by 
a Local Road Safety Plan or addressed by means of a low- 
cost safety project.  High Risk Rural Road is one program 
used to address rural roadways where fatalities and 
serious injuries exceed the statewide average for that class 
of roadway. 

 

NEXT STEPS FOR MPOS 
 

23 CFR 490.209 requires that for all five of the federally – 
required performance measures, each MPO shall establish a 
target by either: 

I. agreeing to plan and program projects so that they 
contribute toward the accomplishment of the State 
DOT safety target for that performance measure; or 

II. committing   to   a   quantifiable   target   for   that 
performance measure for their metropolitan 
planning area 

 
MPOs are to establish targets not later than 180 days after the 
State DOT establishes and reports state safety targets in the 
State Highway Safety Improvement Program annual report. 
MDOT will submit Michigan’s HSIP annual report by August 
31, and MPOs will therefore be required to decide on their 
MPO safety targets for calendar year 2018 no later than 
February 27, 2018. MPOs may support all the state safety 
targets, establish their own specific numeric targets for all of 
the performance measures, or any combination. MPOs may 
support the state safety target for one or more individual 
performance measures and establish specific numeric targets 
for the other performance measures. 

MPOs are to report their safety targets to MDOT in a manner 
that will soon be agreed upon by both MDOT and MPOs. 
While FHWA may review MPO performance as part of 
ongoing transportation planning process reviews, there is no 
formal requirements for MDOT or FHWA to directly assess 
MPO progress toward meeting MPO targets. 

 

State Safety Target Data – Calendar Year 2018 Targets in Red 

 
 

Year 

 
 

Fatality 

 

 
Serious 
Injuries 

5yr Moving Average 
 

 
VMT* 

 

 
Fatality 

Rate 

 
Serious 
Injury 
Rate 

5yr Moving Average Bike Ped 
Fatality/ 
Serious 
Injuries 

Bike Ped 
Fatality/ 
Serious 
Injuries 
5yr MA 

Fatality Serious 
Injuries 

Fatality 
Rate 

Serious 
Injury 
Rate 

2008 980 6,725   1,009 0.97 6.67   786  
2009 872 6,511   959 0.91 6.79   789  
2010 942 5,980   976 0.97 6.13   743  
2011 889 5,706   948 0.94 6.02   742  
2012 940 5,676 924.6 6,119.6 942 1.00 6.03 0.96 6.33 682 748.4 

2013 947 5,283 918.0 5,831.2 951 1.00 5.56 0.96 6.10 743 739.8 

2014 901 4,909 923.8 5,510.8 974 0.93 5.04 0.96 5.75 687 719.4 

2015 963 4,865 928.0 5,287.8 978 0.98 4.97 0.97 5.52 755 721.8 

2016 1,064 5,634 963.0 5,273.4 982 1.08 5.74 1.00 5.47 742 721.8 

2017 1,058 5,243 986.6 5,186.8 986 1.07 5.32 1.01 5.32 782 741.8 

2018 1,030 5,031 1,003.2 5,136.4 990 1.04 5.08 1.02 5.23 752 743.6 

*Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) are shown in 100 million miles traveled. Calendar year 2017 and 2018 estimates were made by determined the 

percent change in VMT for the prior two years of actual data and estimating future years by applying the percent change. 
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Appendix B: Proposed Engineering 
Countermeasures 
Table B-1 Signalized Intersection Focused Countermeasures 

 
 

 
Countermeasure 

 

 
Photo 

Effectiveness 

(F&I crashes unless 
noted) 

 

 
Cost 

Reflective backplates* 

 

>15% $ 

Overhead street name 
signs* 

 

>15% $ 

Far left-traffic signals* 

 

>15% $$ 

Provide one signal per 
lane on high speed road- 
ways* 

 

>15% $$$ 



 

 

 

 

 
Countermeasure 

 

 
Photo 

Effectiveness 

(F&I crashes unless 
noted) 

 

 
Cost 

Lighting* 

 

>10% $$$ 

Flashing yellow arrows* 

 

>9% for left-turn head-on 
crashes 

$$ 

Provide up arrows in 
signal displays near ramp 
terminals and one-way 
streets 

 

N/A $ 

Enhanced right-turn 
lanes 

 

>15% $$$ 

Provide positively offset 
left-turn lanes using 
pavement markings 
where a permissive phase 
is used 

 

>20% $$$$ 



 

 

 

 

 
Countermeasure 

 

 
Photo 

Effectiveness 

(F&I crashes unless 
noted) 

 

 
Cost 

Remove unwarranted 
traffic signals 

 

>25% $$ 

Advanced warning 
flashers 

 

>20% $$ 

 
 
 

Table B-2 Stop Controlled Intersection Focused Countermeasures 
 

Countermeasure Photo Effectiveness Cost 

Stop sign flashing beacons 

 

>15% $$ 

Lighting 

 
 

Source: FHWA 

>10% $$$ 

Median mounted stop 
signs 

Photo to be included in final draft >10% $$$ 



 

 

 

 
 

Countermeasure Photo Effectiveness Cost 

Transverse rumble strips 

 
 

Photo source: MDOT 

>10% $$ 

 
 
 
 

Table B-3 Lane Departure Focused Countermeasures 
 

Countermeasure Photo Effectiveness Cost 

Paved Shoulders* 

 

>40% for fatal 

<5% for injury 

$$$ 

Shoulder rumble 
strips* 

 

>20% for lane departure F&I 
crashes 

$$ 

Centerline rumble 
strips* 

 

>45% for lane departure F&I 
crashes 

$$ 

Fluorescent yellow 
sheeting on warning 
signs* 

 

>25% $ 



 

 

 

Countermeasure Photo Effectiveness Cost 

Enhanced sign sheet- 
ing with Clearview 
font* 

Photo to be included in final report >30% $ 

Safety edge* Photo to be included in final report >10% of lane departure F&I $$$ 

Increase pavement 
marking retroreflec- 
tivity* 

 

>10% $ 

Wider edge lines* 

 

>35% $ 

 
 
 
Table B-4 Pedestrian Focused Engineering Countermeasures 

 
Countermeasure Photo Effectiveness Cost 

Sidewalks 

 

N/A $$$$ 

Pedestrian count- 
down signals 

Photo to be included in final 
report 

 $$ 

Pedestrian bump- 
outs 

Photo to be included in final report >45% for pedestrian related F&I 
crashes 

$$$ 

Pedestrian cross- 
ings at appropriate 
intervals 

 

>40% for pedestrian related F&I 
crashes 

$$$ 



 

 

 

Countermeasure Photo Effectiveness Cost 

Rectangular rapids 
flashing beacons 

 

>80% of driver yielding to pedestri- 
ans.  No crash modification factor 

has bee developed 

$$ 

Pedestrian hybrid 
beacons 

 

>30% for pedestrian related F&I 
crashes 

$$$ 

Lighting 

 

 $$$ 

Medians 

 

 $$$$ 
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Infrastructure is composed of more than what is on the surface, such 
as roads, bridges and powerlines. It is composed of underground 
utilities as well, such as broadband and communication systems, water 
and sewer systems, and electricity and natural gas networks. To have 
a functional economy and a society that is healthy and safe, the proper 
infrastructure must be in place. There is a lot that goes into planning 
for proper and sustainable infrastructure, and the size and scope of 
Genesee County requires that proper coordination is taking place 
when preparing for infrastructure improvements.  
 
Evidence shows that spending on physical infrastructure has a positive 
return on investment. The average return can be nearly twice the 
initial investment, as it is less expensive to maintain infrastructure than 
it is to repair or replace it. Current investments in infrastructure vary 
by state, but the US average for overall expenditure is 10.2%. Here in 
Michigan expenditure is comparatively lower at 6.4%, which is the 
result of an unwillingness to identify and fund needed investments. 
This further solidifies the need for coordination through private and 
public entities, and comprehensive plans that show what 
infrastructure needs improvement, replacement or repair, so that all 

sectors involved can address infrastructure in the most effective way 
possible. To ensure the protection of public health, the environment, 
and the future of the economy, the proper steps must be taken to plan 
and coordinate for sustainable infrastructure throughout Genesee 
County.  
 
Broadband  
In Genesee County, there are currently 18 broadband internet service 
providers (ISP). These ISPs allow 98.19 percent of households in the 
County to have access to at least 100 megabytes per second (Mbps) 
internet speeds which is well above Michigan’s average internet speed 
of about 37 Mbps. Less than 1 percent of households have only one 
broadband provider available to them, which gives most residents an 
option between companies to drive internet costs down. To further 
access quality internet in Genesee County, there are 43 digital literacy 
programs that exist to help educate those who are not accustom to 
using the internet. Additionally, there are 30 public computer centers 
with a total of nearly 500 computers available for residents who are 
unable to afford a computer in their own home. Overall, Genesee 
County scores highly in terms of broadband availability, speeds, 
awareness, and competition between ISPs.  
 
To improve in the areas 
of broadband education 
and access to computer 
centers, Genesee 
County should consider 
enhancing existing 
digital literacy programs 
and expand current 
public computer center 
capacity as needed.  
 
A priority project that the Genesee County Broadband Initiative 
proposes to undertake is working with local municipalities, especially 
rural townships, and broadband providers to improve broadband 
access and affordability in the areas of the County that are currently 
underserved. Although the number of households that are 
underserved in Genesee County it very limited, the goal is to have 
broadband access for all residents.  

The map above shows underserved areas in Genesee County. The 
darker the color, the more households per square mile are lacking 
advertised speeds of at least 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload. 
Majority of the areas that are underserved are not in current low to 
moderate income areas.  
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When looking at broadband coverage across the state of Michigan, 
Genesee County has some of the best coverage in the state. At 99.33% 
of household served by terrestrial, non-mobile broadband service with 
at least 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload speed, the County 
surpasses the statewide availability of 92.26%. Comparatively, the 
whole southeastern portion of Michigan has exceptional broadband 
service of this capacity.  
 
Water/Sewer Infrastructure 
Genesee County Drain Commission, Division of Water and Waste 
Services, owns and operates a state-of-the-art treatment plant in 
Oregon Township, Lapeer County. The highest quality source water 
from Lake Huron is delivered to this plant from the Karegnondi 
Pipeline. This plant provides potable water to residential, commercial, 
and industrial customers, with distribution of water to the outlying 
communities of Genesee County. It maintains a distribution system 
consisting of approximately 440 miles of water mains. The Anthony 
Ragnone Wastewater Treatment Plant is in Montrose Township and is 
also an essential part of Genesee County’s system to provide safe and 
effective wastewater treatment. The water infrastructure system 
throughout Genesee County is extensive and covers almost all 
municipalities. As can be seen in the map below, the only 
municipalities that have very limited access to the County’s water 
infrastructure are Thetford, Clayton, Gaines, Mundy, and Argentine. 

The rest of the County has more access to the water system, with 
higher accessibility as you move to the 
center of Genesee County.  
 
It is obvious that roads throughout 
Genesee County need repair, but 
something that was probably not as 
obvious until the Flint Water Crisis is 
that our water systems are also in 
need of repair. Currently, Michigan 
has an $800 million annual gap in 
water and sewer infrastructure 
needs, compiled from decades of 
deferred maintenance and a lack 

of knowledge on the condition of our water related assets.  
 
For the residents and establishments that do not have access to the 
water and sewer system, they must rely on private wells and onsite 
wastewater treatment systems commonly referred to as septic 
systems. When considering new development, price is important to 
developers, but may not be the only factor they are considering. It is 
important to know if new development will have access to the main 
water and sewer system that runs through the County. Having this 
system already in place where new development is to occur, can be an 
attractive characteristic that developers are looking for. When 
coordinating the installation, repair or replacement of water and 
sewer systems, it can be very costly to complete the project. 
Therefore, it is important to coordinate with other entities that may 
be doing construction on roadways, to try and save time and resources 
by maintaining water lines along with road projects. Being able to 
repair and maintain water and sewer lines along with roadways is a 
sustainable practice that will also cut down on what the cost and 
energy expenditure would be to do the two projects separately.  
 
Energy Infrastructure  
The energy sector is undergoing significant change, and those changes 
are expected to continue as we move into the future. New 
technologies are making it possible for energy to be delivered more 
efficiently, and at a more affordable rate. As older electric generation 
resources are retiring due to age and stricter environmental 
regulations, the need for new electric generation sources with 
adequate capacity will continue to rise across the state. Proper 
coordination of electric supply is important because without it, power 
outages can be experienced and can last up to several days. Loss of 
power at a large scale can cause the loss of massive amounts of 
revenue and goods. For example, in 2003 when there was a blackout 
across the Northeast, it resulted in Michigan’s economy losing an 
estimated $1 billion when businesses and industrial production were 
forced to shut down. This shows the importance of having proper 
coordination of reliable electric generation and capacity throughout 
Genesee County.  
 
Many miles of pipeline infrastructure transport natural gas throughout 
the state of Michigan, and many of these pipelines are outdated or 
have surpassed their useful lifespan. The federal Pipeline and 

Connected Nation 2018 

21st Century Infrastructure Commission Report 
Report 
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Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) has identified 
roughly 5,688 miles of at-risk natural gas pipe in Michigan. There are 
plans to have all these pipelines replaced in the next 25-30 years, and 
coordination with local investments will help accomplish this goal. By 
coordinating with local agencies, the Michigan Public Service 
Commission (MPSC) can decide the most cost effective and efficient 
ways to replace or repair all the pipelines. As stated previously with 
water and sewer infrastructure, if these projects can be coordinated 
with others such as waterline maintenance or roadwork, there can be 
savings on cost and resources used for each project.  

 
Funding  
Historically, major infrastructure projects such as transportation, 
water, and wastewater systems are funded through public dollars, 
including tax revenue, license fees, and general obligation bonds. As 
the population has decreased in Genesee County, so has the tax 
revenue base for the area. This limits the amount of funding that can 
be delegated to infrastructure improvements, although there are 
federal programs that supply funding for some categories of 
infrastructure in the United States. State and Federal grant dollars can 
be used to repair some types of infrastructure such as water systems 
and roads. For example, The Drinking Water State Revolving Loan Fund 
(DWSRF) is a financial assistance program to help water systems and 
states make improvements to achieve the health protection objectives 
of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) by providing low-interest loans 
to local government. The Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) 
helps communities throughout the nation meet the goals of the Clean 

Water Act (CWA) by improving water quality, achieving and 
maintaining compliance with environmental laws, protecting aquatic 
wildlife, protecting and restoring drinking water sources, and 
preserving the nation’s waters for recreational use. In general, 
broadband and energy infrastructure are usually funded with private 
investments.  
 
Importance of Coordination 
Recent legislation will allow wireless providers to install small wireless 
antennas to utility poles and towers within road right of ways across 
the state of Michigan. These will allow for 5G connection to be 
accessible in the areas that these small service networks are installed. 
Coordination between local governments and wireless providers will 
be crucial as more small service networks are applied across Genesee 
County. Coordination between wireless providers and road and energy 
infrastructure entities will also be necessary as broadband technology 
expands, since antennas will be incorporated into where roads are 
located and placed on the physical structures that make up our electric 
infrastructure.  
 
A key issue with managing infrastructure, is that different types of 
infrastructure are coordinated across and among levels of 
government, and sometimes managed and built by private sector 
entities. Typically, public utilities have issues with finding proper 
funding for infrastructure projects, and private utilities have trouble 
with coordinating the timing of projects. When considering water 
infrastructure particularly, there is limited information on the location 
and condition of mains, lead service lines, and leaks. Although it would 
be helpful to have access to this information, it can be hazardous to 
the wellbeing of the population to have water infrastructure 
publicized, if there were any groups with intentions to damage or 
destroy water sources. This can make things complicated when trying 
to coordinate water with other infrastructure projects. To have access 
to this information without it being hazardous to residents, there 
needs to be proper security protocol protecting the information from 
being used by any outside entities. 
 
Since the planning and funding cycles for different infrastructure 
projects are not typically coordinated together, public and private 
infrastructure owners may not be aware of the others planning and 
decision-making process. This coincides with another key issue with 

infrastructure management of not having inventory of the conditions 
for all infrastructure within the County. When this data is available to 
all private and public entities involved in infrastructure projects, they 
can coordinate to save on cost, and begin projects at a time that is 
appropriate with consideration of other overlapping developments. 
For example, an entity that has recently resurfaced a road may have 
not had any contact with a company that plans to put in a new gas or 
water line. The result is the newly surfaced road having to be ripped 
apart to complete this underground project. This causes excess public 
dollars being spent on two separate infrastructure projects that could 
have been coordinated to be completed together, or in a manner that 
does not cause unnecessary cost and resources.  

 
An additional scenario that highlights the importance of coordination 
between roadwork and waterlines is the fact that a damaged or leaking 
water line can cause serious destruction to a roadway, even to the 
point of collapse. So, if a road project is completed over a faulty water 
line, it can cause all the investments to that roadway to be devastated, 
potentially causing more damage than there was before the road was 
restored. By managing the assets that compose the infrastructure 
system, resources and funding can be used in the most cost-effective 
way possible. For more information on road infrastructure, please 
reference our Pavement Report, Transit Report, and Bridge Report. For 
more detailed information on asset management and infrastructure 
coordination, please reference the 21st Century Infrastructure 
Commission Report that was published to give insight on issues with 
current infrastructure coordination in Michigan, and how to combat 
these issues in the future. 

21st Century Infrastructure Commission Report 
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Introduction 

Land use involves the modification of the natural 

environment including farmland, forests, and 

wetlands into built environment which includes 

residential, commercial, industrial, and other 

developments. As population in a community 

grows over time, the built environment generally 

expands. To gauge land use in Genesee County, 

GCMPC performed a detailed analysis in 2006 of 

the past and current land use trends. This analysis 

proved that urban sprawl had been occurring at a 

rapid rate throughout the County over a 30-year 

period. While the population from 1978 to 2006 

decreased by about 1 percent, developed land in 

the County increased by 85 percent. During this 

same time frame, over 90,000 acres of farmland, 

forests, open range, and wetlands had been  

 

developed. Land use trends have relied heavily on 

land consumption with most development 

occurring on agricultural lands in rural Townships, 

with a lack of growth in more urban areas. 

 

Current Conditions  

To expand on the report completed in 2006, 

GCMPC conducted a land use study for the Our 

County, Our Future Plan with a focus on the built 

environment. Between 2006 and 2018, population 

in Genesee County continued to decrease by about 

9 percent. This dramatic decrease occurred 

primarily due to the Great Recession. While 

population fell, additional land consumption also 

diminished. Housing infrastructure built in 

expectation of an increasing population remained 

vacant. Ultimately this led to the built environment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

increasing by only 2 percent between 2006 and 

2018.  

 

Another contributing factor to population loss 

during this period was due to the Flint Water Crisis 

that started in 2014 in which many City of Flint 

residents could not drink water from the municipal 

system due to lead contamination. Genesee 

County is recovering from the Great Recession, 

however, most new development that is occurring 

in the County is infill development. Infill 

development is the process of developing vacant 

or under-used land within existing urban areas that 

are already largely developed. For example, some 

subdivisions throughout the County include the 

infrastructure needed to build houses but have 

many vacant parcels of land.  
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26% 

74% 
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Undeveloped 
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50% 

2018 Urban and Built-Up 
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Future Conditions 

Future land consumption was determined by using 

existing land use data and 2045 population 

projections. The built environment is expected to 

grow at a much slower rate according to the 

current land use analysis. By 2045, total developed 

land in Genesee County is projected to increase by 

2 percent from 2018. In the past, most land 

consumption was heavily concentrated in the 

Townships; the 2045 projections show this trend 

will continue. From 2018, developed land in the 

Townships will increase by 9,909 acres in 2045. 

This amount, paired with the growth expected in 

Cities and Villages, equals a projected 10,282 acres 

of land consumed in the County to 2045.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The chart to the right compares projected land 

development and population growth data for 

municipalities in Genesee County from 2018 to 

2045. As stated before, rural Townships are 

experiencing the largest amount of growth in 

terms of land development. For example, 

Argentine Township is projected to experience a  
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land development growth rate of 8 percent 

between 2018 – 2045 while the City of Flint will 

only develop at a rate of less than 1 percent. There 

also appears to be a correlation between 

population and land development. Areas that are 

projected to increase in population are likely to 

have a higher rate of land development. There are 

some outliers to this trend such as Atlas Township 

which is projected to decrease population by 21 

percent while increasing developed land by 8 

percent. This could be a result of lower density 

development due to plentiful land for expansion.  

 

Trends 

Undeveloped lands in Genesee County are 

becoming a scarce resource, and this trend is 

projected to continue over the next 27 years; 

although not nearly at the rates seen historically. A 

2 percent increase in developed land is projected 

from 2018 to 2045, while at the same time 

population is projected to increase by less than 1 

percent. With this anticipated increase in land 

consumption we can expect changes will be made 

across residential, commercial, and industrial 

developments.  

 

To combat unnecessary urban sprawl, several 

communities within Genesee County have 

recognized the need to preserve or reduce the 

impact on undeveloped lands by directing where 

growth takes place within their community and 

reusing existing public infrastructure. The City of 

Fenton, although not the only community 

undertaking projects such as this, is currently in the 

process of converting a vacant commercial 

property into a mixed-use building that includes 

both commercial and residential uses in one.  

Moving forward, there should be a balance 

between occupancy of vacant homes, pursuing 

infill redevelopment opportunities, and the 

expansion of the built environment onto 

undeveloped lands. 

 

Recommendations 

To support a sustainable balance between new 

development and urban sprawl, local leaders may 

consider the following recommendations:  

 

▪ Strengthen and encourage development near 

existing public infrastructure 
 

▪ Encourage local units to adopt and update 

zoning ordinances and master plans that seek 

commonality with adjacent municipalities 
 

▪ Seek redevelopment opportunities of vacant 

commercial and abandoned residential 

properties  
 

▪ Adapt to the transportation needs of the 

community, while maintaining a cost-efficient 

system 
 

▪ Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, 

and critical environmental areas 
 

▪ Foster distinctive, attractive communities with 

a strong sense of place 
 

 

▪ Actively pursue opportunities to create 

walkable and bikeable communities 

 

▪ Support mixed-use development in downtown 

areas 

 
▪ Promote development that includes affordable 

housing options 

Land Development Growth Population Growth 
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